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Two students
charged with
selling cocaine
by Ian Record

assistant news editor
Two JMU students were taken from their classes
and arrested Monday morning after being indicted on
a total of 13 counts of cocaine-related charges —
including selling cocaine on JMU property.
Altogether, sophomore Lamont Alphonso
Hawkins, 19, and sophomore John Brian Mines, 20,
reportedly sold 37 grams of crack and powdered
cocaine to an undercover confidential informant
daring a three-month investigation, according to
special agent Preston Fortin of Virginia State Police.
The drugs have an estimated street value of
$3,700.
Hawkins, originally of Newport News, was
charged with seven counts of distributing cocaine,
two counts of distributing cocaine on JMU property
and one count of possession of cocaine.
Mines, originally of Ashland, was charged with
one count of distributing cocaine, one count of
distributing cocaine on school property and one
count of distributing cocaine as a principal in the
second degree.
A cocaine-distribution conviction can carry a
sentence of five to 40 years. And if the two are
convicted under a new stale law against distribution
of cocaine on school property, they would
automatically be sentenced to an additional one to
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Mark Wunder soKcrts last-minute support Tuesday in Ms bid for SGA Treasurer.

SGA election leads to runoffs

Races still on for president, administrative vp, secretary
by Jennie Carroll & Beth Pugh

staff-writers
Although the results are in for the JMU 1992-93
Student Government Association elections, the race
is far from over— three of the five positions resulted
in runoff elections to be held next Tuesday, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the PC Ballroom.
There will be a runoff election for SGA president
between Jim Acosta and Danny Cruce. Scott
Surovell and Resha Jeneby will again compete for
the office of administrative vice president, while
Laura McClintock and Franklin Dam will battle once
more for secretary.
In other races, Nell Nguyen was elected
legislative vice president and Mark Wunder was
elected treasurer.
Dan Stanton was elected president of JMU's
Honor Council in an uncontested race, and Cynthia
Pendleton was elected vice president of the council.
There were 2,876 students who voted this year —
an increase of 501 voters over last year.
President
The presidential race ended in a runoff election
between Cruce, with 45.69 percent of the vole, and
Acosta, with 41.43 percent
RESULTS page 2

Winners in bold...
Runoff between those in italics
PRESIDENT
B'Jrm Acosta
41.4%
WDanny Cruce
45.7%
Kembrew McLeod 12.9%
ADMINISTRATIVE
VICE-PRESIDENT
Kyle Compton
12.6%
36.4%
(jg' Scott Surovell
37.4%
Phil Sweeney
13.7%
LEGISLATIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
Michael Booker
46.6%
B" Nelly Nguyen
53.4%
TREASURER
39.5%
Becky Smith
M Mark Wunder
60.5%
SECRETARY
34.46%
ffif Franklin Dam
34.54%
& Laura McCImtock
31%
Alexis McCombs

HONOR COUNCIL PRESIDENT
\Sf Dan Stanton
100%
HONOR COUNCIL VICE-PRESIDENT)
Mike Coffee
35.8%
Wf Cynthia Pendleton
64-2%
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Cocaine
CONTINUED from W /

five years, according to Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney Russ
Stone.
A conviction on cocaine possession
can carry a one to 10 year sentence.
The Rush narcotics task force,
composed of members of the Virginia
State Police, Harrisonburg City Police
Department and Rockingham County
Sheriffs Department, watches drug

activity in Rockingham County and
surrounding counties, Fortin said. "The
task force is absolutely not zeroed in
on JMU," he said
Members of JMU campus police
assisted state police in locating the
students, according to Alan MacNutt,
head of campus police and public
safety.
Hawkins and Mines allegedly sold
the drugs both on and off campus, but
Fortin wouldn't say exactly where the

Results CONTINUED from page]

Kern brew McLeod captured 12.89 percent and
finished third.
Cruce said, "I pulled all my constituents out.
Kembrew's point has been made but it adversely
affected Jim and me because we have to go into a
runoff."
Cruce feels that the runoff will not change the
seriousness of the race.
"[Jim] was my competition the first time and he's
still my competition,'' Cruce said.
Acosta said, "Business as usual won the battle, but
change will win the war."
Acosta, who said he thought he deserved to win,
added that his campaign's focus on condoms may
have hurt him.
"I want students to believe in the student
government again and that's what I was trying to
say."
McLeod said he's glad there's a runoff election
between Cruce and Acosta "because it will give them
a chance to clarify their platforms better."
Administrative Vice President
A crowd of four candidates for administrative vice
president has been narrowed to two for next week's
runoff — Surovell garnered 37.35 percent of the vote
and Jeneby gathered 36.4 percent.
"I knew a runoff election was very possible,"
Surovell said.
He felt that voter turnout was high, but long poll
lines deterred some voters.
Surovell chose not to disclose his plans for next
week's elections because he said he felt his opponent
in the runoff had copied much of his platform.
In response to that statement, Jeneby said, "Three
weeks ago the platforms were submitted
independently, and I stand by my own ideas and
hope that the student body will continue to notice the
difference."
Jeneby also said she was happy about the runoffs
and said she wanted to "keep this feeling of SGA

drugs were sold because he said It
was important to protect the
integrity of the case."
Fortin also would not speculate
as to the probability of further
arrests but said the "investigation is
continuing.''
Mines, a resident of apartment
29B South Ave. in Harrisonburg,
was released Monday on $2,500
bond. And Hawkins, a resident of
the same address, was later released

awareness alive at JMU."
Kyle Compton, who received 12.6 percent of the
vote, said he felt he had good issues, but that he
doesn't "think I got my message across to as many
people as possible.
"I think Scott Surovell has a lot of my same
ideas," he said. "I will support him in next week's
elections."
Phil Sweeney said, "Whether we won or lost the

"I want students to
believe in the student
government again and
that's what I was trying
to say."
Jim Acosta
SGA candidate
election, I guess we won ideologically as far as
getting what we wanted."

Legislative Vice President
It was a close race between Nguyen and Michael
Booker, but Nguyen was elected as legislative vice
president, taking 53.4 percent of the vote. Her
opponent, Michael Booker, received 46.6 percent
"I thought it was a very close race and I'm glad a
person won by their merit besides the size and
recognition of a poster," Nguyen said.
She said the SGA should treat students as their
equal, like she does.
"I am not one step above [students] and not one
step below them," she said. "I'm as equal as they
are."
Booker said Nguyen's victory had a lot to do with
her being a part of the Greek system and the amount
of Greek supporters who came out to vote.
He didn't agree with criticism of his campaign

from Harrisonburg City Jail on a
$5,000 bond.
A search of the students' home
resulted in the seizure of a small
amount of cocaine and drug
paraphernalia, Fortin said. "We won't
be able to tell how much cocaine was
found until it is analyzed by the lab,"
he said.
Hawkins' arraignment hearing is set
for March 30. Mines is scheduled to be
arraigned on April 8.

and said the posters he used were donated.
"Even though I didn't get elected," he said,
"there's still a lot I can do."

Treasurer
The race for the office of treasurer roused feelings
of tension between Wunder, who won the office with
60.5 percent of the vote and his opponent, Becky
Smith, who took 39.5 percent.
"The reason I won over [Becky Smith] was
because I was more noticeable," Wunder said!
"Everyone knew my name and people could relate to
it That is why I won."
Smith said Wunder used "dirty politics" and said,
"I didn't appreciate the fliers Mark did about me.
"I couldn't believe the people at JMU would vote
for someone without experience and who was
basically running for nothing," she said.

Secretary
The competitive race for secretary ended in
another runoff election. McClintock led with 34.54
percent. Dam came in second with 34.46 percent,
and Alexis McCombs finished last with 31 percent.
Dam, who was surprised he got into the runoff,
said, "I had two great opponents."
McClintock also felt surprised. "I'm really
relieved with the outcome, but I knew it would be
close," she said.
Honor Council
Of the 2,876 students who voted, the unopposed
Stanton received 2,280, or 79.27 percent of the
constituent vote for Honor Council President.
Pendleton dominated the election for Honor
Council vice president, taking 64.16 percent of the
vote over Coffee's 35.84 percent.
"I never thought it would be any son of runaway,"
Pendleton said.
"I feel tike Mike could have put more effort into it
if he chose to."
Coffee said, "The fact of the matter is that she put
more in the campaign. She did deserve to win."

Correction
To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted

Tickets for the JMU production of "Siswe
Bansi" at the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C. will be given out at the Kennedy Center box
office at 10 a.m. on April 18. The March 16,
1992 issue of The Breeze contained incorrect
information about the sale date.
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CALLx6127
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Dyke tells students to always be leaders
byBethPugh
staff-writer
Don't be afraid to exercise leadership, said Va.
Secretary of Education James W. Dyke to 250
faculty and students at the Leadership Awards
Banquet last night.
"If your life is free of failure, it's because you did
not take risks," Dyke said.
JMU is well known for putting a lot of emphasis
on leadership but shouldn't encourage the familiar
notion of students just being leaders of tomorrow, he
said
"It's important you are leaders of today," Dyke
said. "You will be able to take those responsibilities
beyond James Madison and into the community at
large."
Dyke commended JMU leaders for their efforts to
get involved in the community.
"What you have tried to demonstrate that, at least
as far as you're concerned, you want to make sure
this generation of student leaders is known as,
instead of the 'me' generation, the 'we' generation,"
he said.
Dyke said one responsibility of a leader is being
open to criticism. Dyke quoted Winston Churchill,
who said, "There's nothing more invigorating as

Kappa Alpha Psi
campaigns for
drug-free campus
by Alane Tempchin
stqffwriter
Although two JMU students were arrested
on charges of cocaine distribution this week,
one fraternity is working to create a campus
that won't tolerate drugs.
Kappa Alpha Psi is beginning a drugeducation program that was endorsed by JMU
President Ronald Carrier last week.
"Everything is educational," said junior
John Mitchell, Kappa Alpha Psi's service
chairman. "We don't have the training
ourselves to help somebody to get off drugs.
All we can do is educate them to the best of
our ability and the best of our resources to
abstain from drugs."
Black Collegian magazine inspired the
fraternity's idea for Kappa Alpha Psi's "A
Drug Free Campus and Community." The
magazine offers a chance for campus
organizations to create a drug-free program
and submit it to the magazine; and if the
program is accepted, they will be recognized
by the magazine and will receive posters to
promote their cause. Kappa Alpha Psi expects
to hear whether their program is accepted in
the next two weeks.
Kappa Alpha Psi's program includes
CAMPAIGN page 9
tiitrtlft* -4 reran
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Va. Secretary of Education James Dyke.
being shot at and being closely missed. I've certainly
received a few shots my way in this job," he said.
Dyke urged campus leaders to support him and
other Virginia officials in helping pass the general

obligation bond issue that could give JMU $34
million for capital projects.
Students could help get the bond issue passed by
talking to Virginia voters who are students, faculty
and alumni of JMU, he said.
"This particular bond issue is dedicated to the
future of higher education," he said.
"It's important to see that this particular bill is
passed in the state of Virginia."
Dyke also asked for support from JMU students
and staff for the new College of Integrated Science
and Technology.
"The new college will create more opportunity for
more minorities and women," Dyke said.
"That's why we supported that new project. It's a
perfect example of being on the cutting edge in the
21st century."
After Dyke spoke, Student Activities presented five
leadership awards.
The Outstanding Community Service Awards went
to Sharon Whelan for her Compeer work and Eric
Voelkel for his work at the Bridgewater Home, an
adult care facility.
Student Ambassadors won the Outstanding Student
Organization Award, Donna Street won Outstanding
Faculty/Staff Adviser, and SGA President Pat
Southall won Outstanding Student Leader.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
receives national charter
by Joanne Schmidt
stqffwriter
The 85 brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha received their
national charter on March 22 at the Boar's Head Inn
in Charlottesville, only one year after it was first
established on the JMU campus.
"I'm really excited to receive our charter,"
President John Warlick said. "We've all worked very
hard for this. It's only the first step of many. We
don't want to stop here."
The celebration began Saturday night when
fraternity member Ed Wyatt delivered the
invocation, and then the members had dinner and
listened to speeches by National President Jerry
Askew and Regional President Russel Alexander.
To conclude the ceremony, a pewter cup and a
group picture of the brothers of the JMU chapter of
Pi Kappa Alpha were presented to Askew by the
fraternity's chaplain.
"Being recognized is more of a personal thing."
Warlick said. "I can't see that it will drastically
change us, though it shows more stability."
Warlick said the members are trying to win the
regional award within their fraternity. Another goal
is to win the Smythe award presented to the best
fraternity chapter in the nation.
"The younger fraternities are the ones who usually
get it, because they are fired up," Warlick said.
Winning awards is not the only goal the fraternity
is striving for. The members said it is important to be
involved with the community, too.
Since the fraternity was founded on February 16,
.......

COUHTESYOF PI KAPPA ALPHA

President John Warfick speaks at the
Boar's Head Inn in Charlottesville.
1991. they have not only met their goal of serving
1,500 community service hours, but have surpassed
it by more than 800 hours.
Project ID has been Pi Kappa Alpha's main
CHARTER page 9
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Commencement
Apparel on sale!
Bachelor's $26.95 • Master's $32.95

March 30, 31, April 1 - 8:30-4:00
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Announcements now on sale

60C *K«£2|

No textbook buyback
March 23-April 22

Introducing...

Miss 1992 Virginia
(official BnllmkwT lo M m World

"Today"s young woman is intelligent
and possesses strong mental,
physical, emotional, and
spiritual qualities"

Be a part of
the GuyRcx tradition.
For more information contact

Winning Ways, Inc.
(703)359-2980
(800) 934-9725

news tip?
Call Lisa. Christy
or Ian if you
have a clue
on big news.
x6127

nezvstvp?

Need a job?
See pages 11 & 26 for details
on how to get out of the red!

Strawberry
Deals Foreve
|or ot l«xi»t for o limited time)

It's fresh strawberry
stuJTright now at Sky
Yogurt.
Get:
Strawberry Shortcake,
Strawberry Shakes,
The Sky's Strawberry Split,
Strawberry Sundaes,
Fresh Strawberry Toppings,
Strawberry Sky Clones,
and more.
All at special low prices right now.

Summer Work
Available
Make $5,341
for more information call:
1-800-862-2998

Plus you can register to win the Sky's Sony™ CD/Cassette player
when you stop by.*

jh/SBprt
Register to win the Sky Sony™ CD/Cassette player eitor by purchasing one of our special slTawberry items or rjy bringing in a 3x5 cwd
with a ssrawberry drawn on H
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JMU senior says Uncle Buchanan
is 'extremely nice, [a] good guy'
byBethPugh
staff writer
If it was any other year, having the
last name Buchanan probably
wouldn't attract much notice.
But since it is an election year,
JMU senior William "BuckBuchanan, nephew and godson of
conservative republican candidate
Patrick Buchanan, has learned how
important a last name can be.
Take, for instance, the time Buck
tried to order a sandwich over the
phone," Buck said. "After he gave his
name, the person on the phone asked,
'Are you related to that guy?' I said,
'Yeah, as a matter of fact, I am.'"
Growing up in a large Irish
Catholic family whose members have
been involved in numerous political
campaigns and administrations in the
past 30 years. Buck is used to family
gatherings that turn into political
debates.
"Our dinner table sounds like The
McLaughlin Group all of the time,"
Buck said. "Especially around
Christmas . .. with all of the uncles
around.
"Uncle Pat is moderate compared to
the rest of our family," he said.
Buck said he often sees the word

SGA chooses
to join IJSSA
after debate
by Alane TempchiiT"
staffwriter

•

'*W
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Buck Buchanan holds a chart showing bets his friends placed
on Uncle Pat Buchanan's percentage in the New Hampshire
primaries*

"fanatic" written about his uncle but
instead describes him as being
"extremely nice and a straight-up
good guy."
Buchanan has been criticized for
his vocal opposition of illegal
immigration, homosexuals, Jewish
Americans and affirmative action. But
Buck said his uncle isn't getting a fair

shake from the press.
"The more I know . . . about an
issue seems like the press just totally
destroys it," he said and calls many of
his uncle's critics "completely,
horribly wrong.
The issue of "affirmative action I'll

After a heated debated, the
Student Government Association
passed a bill for JMU to join the
United States Student Association,
a national lobbying group for
college students based in
Washington, D.C.
Commuter senator Beth Ising
said she advocated joining USSA
so JMU could have access to
professional lobbyists, USSA's
books and other resources.
Commuter senator Scott
Surovcll agreed that JMU should
join. "If you want to play SGA
politics in the big leagues you
have to lobby on the national
level," he said. "You have to have
connections. You have to be
involved in groups like this to
know what's going on at Capitol
Hill because there's things up
there that affect us."
Chairman of the Legislative
Action
committee
Ryan
McDougle, who formally
SOApagell
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WE DO MORE FOR YOU!
♦ Individual Leases

♦ Weight Room

♦ 24 Hour Maintenance Service

♦ Basketball Court

♦ Covered Bus Shelter with Service Every 15 Minutes

♦ Volleyball Court

♦ Fully Equipped Kitchen

♦ Tailgate Parties
\

♦ Economical & Efficient Gas Heat

Exam Study Breaks with Pizza, Donuts, Coffee

♦ Fully Furnished

Designated Driver Program

♦ Full-Size Washer & Dryer

Resident Monthly Newsletter

♦ Ample, Well Lighted Parking

Monday Night Football

♦

Short Walk to JMU

Lots of Storage Space

On Site, Professional Management

Close to Shopping, Restaurants

VISIT US TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR 92!
1235-F Devon Lane, Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)432-1001
Monday-Friday 9AM ■ 5PM
Saturday 10AM - 1PM A 2PM - 6PM

Friends don't let Mends live anywhere but
Ashby Crossing I
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byMikeKeatts
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Suspicious Person
• A non-studant Harrisonburg resident was
warned by campus police not to return to campus
attar ha disturbed a WXJM disc jockey in
Anthony-Seager Hall at 839 am. March 23.
The resident entered the radio station whle a
student disc jockey was on the air, claiming he
was a fan of the student The disc jockey then
asked the man to leave and he did. The disc
jockey called campus polk*, who located the
subject.

UwMthoi had SofcttaUon
• A student from trw University of Maryland was
instructed to leave campus attar the individual
was discovered soliciting perfume sales to the
residents of Hoffman Hal at 2:47 p.m. March 22.
A campus polica check for records on the
individual proved negative
Attempted Burglary/Grand Larceny/
Destruction of Public Property
• A suspect described as a white or oriental
male, about 5-foot-7 and 140 pounds, with short
dark hair, wearing a dark blue cardigan sweater,
white shorts, and dark shoes reportedly was
observed steeling stereo equipment at 1:18 a.m.
March 22 when he was surprised by cadets on
patrol behind the Kappa Sigma fraternity house.
The suspect reportedly dropped four expensive

I SLICE 590...

1 SLICE 590...

stereo terns and fled toward the WVPT-TV station
after being confronted by police. The suspect
could not be located. The sweater the suspect
was wearing was found discarded in a grove of
trees in the rear of the WVPT station. The stereo
equipment was secured until the owner could be
identified.

Burglary/Grand Larceny/Destruction of
• Four stereo components and two speakers
reportedly were stolen from the Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity house between 8:45 p.m. March 21 and
3 a.m. March 22.
A resident of the house reportedly found a door
kicked in end his roommate's stereo equipment
missing. The resident could not provide an
adequate description of the equipment since it
was not his, but his roommate provided proof of
ownership to the four components recovered by
cadets earlier In the evening. The speakers were
still missing.
The victim notified campus police around noon
March 22 that a friend recovered the speakers
hidden in some shrubbery in front of the Alpha
Chi Rho house. Al components were processed
for evidence and returned to the victim. The total
value of the stolen and recovered merchandise is
$970.

• The dolar oil changer on a Coke machine in
Eagle Hail reportedly was pried open and $81
reportedry stolen between noon and 8 p.m. March
20.

£:**'

INNER SPECIALS:
• 2 medium pizzas
w/ one topping each
and 1 pitcher of your
choice of soft drinks
$10.35 5-9pm every night

(no soft drinks w/take-out order)

sKce
cheese
2
* **%?&*
°*
P**
*
59C Mon-ITiur 5-9pm
(Dine-in only)

1 LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
$5.99 or 2 for $10.98
expires 4/9/92
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434-5378
1 SLICE 590...

1 SLICE 590...

Destruction of Pubfe Property
• A JMU student waa judicially charged with
destruction of public property for damaging the
turf between Dingledine and Garbar Hate around
1031a.m. March 20.

POUCELOGwc/7

1 SLICE 590...

CiRO'S
PIZZA

i

Patty
• The rear vanity plate "PNP-JMU," and its
securing bolts reportedly were stolen from a car
parked in Z-tot between 9 p.m. March 20 and 130
p.m. March 21.
The Virginia license plate is valued at $20.
• A black -Green Mountain' Tread Work book
bag with gray flaps and its contents reportedly
were stolen around 8:40 p.m. March 23.
The contents included three history textbooks,
three Russian texts, two notebooks, one brown bifold wallet, one ATM card, and two checks
totaling $70.
• A dark green Eddie Bauer backpack and its
contents reportedly were stolen from outside the
second-floor weight room in Godwin Hall around
6:05 p.m. March 23.
The contents included three or four spiral
notebooks, a textbook, and two calculators. The
total value of the terns was $110.
A campus police officer found the backpack in
a trash can outside Godwin HaM around 6:30 p.m.
A Hewlett-Packard HP 10-B financial calculator
valued at $30 and a Texas Instrument TI-35
Scientific calculator also valued at $30 were
missing.

LIVE OFF-CAMPUS,
ON-CAMPUS (almost)

MADISON
SQUARE
Sure, you want to live off-campus, but then you'd have
to drive and spend hours looking for a parking spot...
or even worse, walk ten miles...right? WRONG!
Madison Square is only a five minute walk from
Campus on S. Main Street Plus all units have...
• 2 1/2 baths
• washer/dryer
• dishwasher
• townhouse styling
Call Berkeley Realty today for more information at:

434-1876
1 SLICE 590...

•
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Hirshhorn curator to discuss sculptor's
works:
Visiting Scholar Ncal Benezra, chief curator of
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in
Washington, D.C., will discuss the sculptures of
Martin Puryear on March 25 at 7 p.m. in Miller Hall,
Room 101.

Fund-raiser to be held
coalition:

for literacy

Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring "Read for
Literacy" on April 2,4 and 7 to raise money for the
Skyline Literacy Coalition, a non-profit organization
that teaches people in the Valley to read.

The Student Government Association holds
elections each spring and this year the voter
turnout increased 501 votes from last year.
In addition to the rise in total votes, more
people voted in each race. The following
chart shows the distribution of votes in the
past three elections.
Position
President
Administrative VP
Legislative VP
Secretary
Treasurer
Honor Count* Pres.
Honor Counci VP

Trip to Vietnam and Hong Kong offered in
May session:
JMU is offering International Business 495 as a
three credit May session course. The class will begin
May 11 with five days of study at JMU followed by
trips to Hong Kong and Vietnam to study until June
1.
The trip will concentrate on learning culture,
seeing historical sites and looking at business
opportunities in Vietnam. Enrollment will be limited
to 12 to 18 students.
For further details, call Dr. Alotta, x6325; Jaye
Singer, x5027; or Dr. Ford, x3228.

JaH-a-thon will be held to benefit cancer
society:
Alpha Sigma Tau and Alpha Phi Alpha are
sponsoring a Jail-a-thon to benefit the American
Cancer Society on March 30 and 31 from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. on the patio of the Warren Campus Center.

CSC sponsoring a blood drive:
The American Red Cross will be holding a blood
drive on March 30 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the P.C.
Ballroom. The blood drive is sponsored by the
Commuter Student Council.
Anyone interested in being a donor should sign up
for an appointment in the Commuter Lounge, located
in Wine-Price or call 432-1646.

at*
1992 Election 2,876

1992 1991 1990
2,817 2,321 2,052

1991 Election 2,37!

2,755 2,172
2,537 2,169
2,684 2,096

1990 Election 2,080
1989 Election 1,923

1,973
1,768
1,804
2,533 2,022 1,777
Z280 1,950 1,693
2,486 1,946 1,690

Source: 7h» Bmaze, 1988-1992

To participate, readers first need to pick up a
pledge form, which can be obtained at Spanky's, the
Valley Mall Information Desk and the JMU
Information Desk and collect contributions. Then
participants must read at any of the reading sites,
such as the commons at JMU, April 2 and 7 and
Wal-Mart, April 4.
For more information, contact Mike Ogilvie 5640460 or Tanya Miller 434-0421 or write Alpha Phi
Omega, Box L-16.

Election' fidbits

Thousands sign request to Wilder for
veto of abortion DM:

ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

Tuesday.
Speaking shortly after returning from the field on
the second day of a mission to verify Iraqi
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — The Association of
disclosures on terror weapons, Derek Boothby said
Virginia Planned Parenthood Affiliates is asking
there are so-called graveyard sites still to visit. The
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder to veto a bill requiring that
U.N. team leader made his remarks in a satellite
parents be notified when an unwed female under
telephone interview.
18 seeks an abortion.
On Sunday, he visited one site south of Baghdad
Grace Sparks, executive director of the Virginia
and
today he visited two north of Baghdad, he told
League for Planned Parenthood, said Wednesday
that if Wilder signs the bill it will ^J^^J, ^ GLOBE fe The Associated Press.
Inspection tours will continue
be the first step toward
over the coming days, he said,
"destroying a woman's right to
adding that the destroyed weapons
abortion" in Virginia
had all been buried. Excavation
The doctor could skip
has begun and his team of experts
notification if the abortion was
have distinguished Scud missiles
medically necessary, if he believed
among the remains, he said.
the girl might be abused by her
parents or if a juvenile judge ruled
the girl was mature enough to
Norfolk puts a ban on gun
make her own decision.
shows:
The group unveiled a scroll with
aaoio aw awiow NORFOLK (AP) — A ban on
the names of an estimated 10,000
gun shows in this violenceVirginians who oppose any abortion restrictions.
plagued port city has stirred protest from firearms
The signatures were gathered over the last two
dealers, while the ban's supporters say it could go
years and the scroll will be given to Wilder.
far as a symbol against crime.
Lisa Katz, the governor's deputy press secretary,
With virtually no advance warning, Norfolk's
said that the governor has received 8,335 letters
City Council voted this week to stop allowing gun
and telephone calls urging him to sign the parental
shows at publicly owned arenas. The action
notification legislation and 5,997 asking him to
cancelled four shows held each year at Scope, a
veto it.
city-owned meeting and convention facility that
The outpouring of public sentiment easily
also hosts such events as the circus, boxing and ice
eclipses any received by Wilder since he took
hockey.
office more than two years ago.
"My feeling is that banning gun shows to reduce
violent crime will work about as well as banning
U.N. confirm* reports of Iraq's attempt
auto shows to reduce drunken driving," said Bill
to hide warheads:
Mclntyre, a spokesman for the National Rifle
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — A U.N. team of
Association in Washington.
ballistics experts has confirmed that Iraq destroyed
For Norfolk, the ban is the latest in a series of
and buried a number of Scud missiles and other
steps to stop escalating rates of murder and other
weapons of mass destruction, its team leader said
violent crimes permeating the city.
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TWO STORES LOCATED Kb
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85CarltonSt.
Harrisonburc, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

» Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St
Harrisonburg, W
Open 24 Hours

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

Catch Oar Falling
Prices...Before It's loo Late!
YOUR CHOICE
REG. & CAFF. FREE PEPSI

CHIPS AHOY ALL VARIETIES
FRUIT NEWTONS APPLE FIG REG.
OR FAT FREE

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi

SAVE 27* SPEND LESS ON..
ANN PAGE

Fudge
Brownie Mix

Chips Ahoy or
Fruit Newtons

990

880

$1.99

2LITERBTL

22 0Z.BOX

12-18 OZ PKGS.
SPEND LESS! ONFROZEN FISHER BOY

1/2 PRICE!
Fish Sticks

HOTTOGO!
ORVALKENT

ORANGE/KIWI/PASSION
ORANGE/PINEAPPLE
ORANGE/STRWBRY/BANANA
ORANGE/PEACH/MANGO

1/2 PRICE!
Cheese Ravioli

Tropicana Juices

890

$J.«>^>^cach

80Z.PKG.

64 0Z.CTN.
SAVE 290 A&P QUALITY
BRAND REG. OR THIN

SAVE 69* REG'MUSH.'MEAT
X-CHUNKY-MUSH. & TOM. SAUCE

Spaghetti or
Elbow Macaroni

Prego
Spaghetti Sauces

IMPORTED EXTRA
FANCY WHITE

Seedless Grapes
PRICE PER POUND

980

1 LB. BOXES

29-30 OZ JARS

^S^oVLS^rOF

PRICE PER POUND
FROM THE DELI

5 for $2.00

2 for $3.00
WITH ADHITIONAI t7 SO PIIRPHA^R
201

$2.49

I
!

! ^EESS^UE^ !

j WITH ADDmONALS7.5K0 PURCHASE

Eight O'Clock Coffee

Sealtest Ice Cream

Heinz Ketchup

YOUGET$1.00oFF

HALFGALLON $1«""

32 OZ BTL. ""0

VALID MAR 22-28, 1992
I
i LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER |

VALID MAR 22-28. 1992
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

VALID MAR 22-28 1992
'
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER I

Money
Orders

690

We Sell U.S.
I WISTIMI The Fastest Way
Postage Stamps I UIIOH to...Send Money

Quality
gX
Film
Developing
&

Double Coupons Everyday 2^S^S^£T

<3aCo

20*

°^'

1

w^m

'"

i^

W*
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Charter.
CONTINUED from page 3

community service project The project involved
fingerprinting with over 1,000 local children at
Valley Mall in December of 1991. They intend to
continue this project every year.
Fraternity members also have been involved
with Catch-A-Ride Safely which is sponsored by

Catholic Campus Ministry. CARS offers rides to
those who do not wish to walk home alone, or to
those who are intoxicated and shouldn't be driving.
"We want to show the community that the
fraternity is concerned with drunk driving," said
Mike Knapp, Community Service Chairman of Pi
Kappa Alpha.

Warlick said, "We are constantly re-evaluaiing
our goals." The members want to stay involved
every year they are at JMU, he said.
Chris Lawing, membership development
chairman, said, "Our philosophy is to educate our
brothers all four years, not just while they're
pledging."

Campaign
CONTINUED from page3

posting notices around campus and
airing monthly public service
announcements on WMRA's program
"Ebony in Perspective" on Sunday
nights from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. The
notices will warn about the dangers of
drugs and give locations of
Harrisonburg drug rehabilitation and
counseling centers.
Kappa Alpha Psi became interested
in this idea while they were looking for
a service project with impact "Being a
historically black fraternity, this is
something so pervasive in- our
community." Mitchell said. "And so we
figured. 'What better service project to
do than one related to drugs?'
"Anybody can go out into the street
on a Saturday afternoon and pick up
trash. We wanted to do something with
a long-term effect."
The fraternity's treasurer, senior
Roddy Williams, said that drugs are a
subtle problem on campus.

Mitchell said, "There is an
undercurrent of drug abuse on this *
campus, but alcohol abuse more so, I
think, than illegal drugs. Campus drugs
aren't talked about as much. That's
why the fust thing we are focusing on
is a drug-free campus because we can
help control the campus, but we can't
control the Harrisonburg community."
This program has been included in
the fraternity's "Guide Right" program
— a program geared to inspiring
minority males to go to college and
offering them vocational and
educational opportunities.
"We've incorporated the two ideas
together," Mitchell said, "so while we
are in Guide Right working with youth
in the community, besides telling them
about college and trying to be role
models, we are trying to promote
abstention from illegal substances."
Williams said, "The kids are easier
to influence. We tell them how drugs
are hurting people and killing people."

COURTESY CF KAPPA ALPHA PSI

John Mitchell, Roddy Williams and George Koonce, pictured
with JMU President Ronald Carrier, make up Kappa Alpha
Psi's drug awareness committee that is campaigning for a
drug-free campus.

we'll Trade You A Hard
Drive For A Short Drive.
Park Apartments realizes our location is not next door to your classroom. But we're sure
that when you look at our list of features you'll see it's worth a short drive.

CSC and YOU!!!

For your short drive you will receive:
• A Computer (with Hard Drive) to use in your own
apartment home.
• Lotus and Word Processing software
• The availability of Park's own computer lab,
laser printer, and select software.
• Convenient to Shopping Centers and
adjacent to Purcell park.
• On the Bus Line

Be a part of the Commuter Student
Council for the 1992-1993 school term.
Applications can be picked up in the
Commuter offices in Wine-Price, the
information desk in the Warren Campus
Center or the Office of Multicultural
Student Services.

So give Park a look.
We're sure you'll see
that short drive we're
asking you to take Isn't
so bad after all.
Better Hurry...
This is a limited offer.
Applications must be
filed by April 15.1992
And there is more....
• ALL UTILITIES can be Included
in rents
• Washer/Dryer Options
• Pool
• 1,2 <■ 3 Bedrooms from $299.00
• Resident Computer Lab
• Furniture available
• Stunning Corporate
Apartment Homes
for Weekend guest'.

Executive Positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

433-2621

204 Rocco Drive off s£±
South Main Street 12J

Coordinator positions:
Housing Coordinator
Promotions Coordinator
Transportation Coordinator
Transfer Coordinator

Make the move and join!
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YOD'ii GOT IT Mam!

"Now Leasing Fast!"
*&*

unit

Best bus service available
Easy walking distance to campus
Furnished and unfurnished units
Scholarship program
On site management and maintenance
Sand volleyball court and basketball court

snedn

INDIVIDUAL LEASES STILL
AVAILABLE FOR > SINGLE PERSONS
40
Aft
.House
c
WbeenHou*
wfePF
^^28thlla.m.-4l^

Hunters Ridge Management
10 a.m. ^ 5 p.m.

»PARTIAL GROUPS
^ GRADSTVDENTS

715 Port Republic Road
(703) 434-5150

^™

■■
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Buchanan
CONTINUED from page 5

address straight-up," Buck said. "He thinks that
excellence and merit should be the determining
factor in getting jobs and not the color of your skin."
He added that bis uncle isn't anti-Semitic.
Although Buchanan has said it would probably
take "celestial intervention" for him to win the
Republican presidential nomination. Buck said his

SGA
CONTINUED from page 5

presented the bill, moved to table the bill for further
investigation into USSA "I've talked to people who
are both pro-choice and pro-life and people who are
pro-sexual orientation and anti-sexual orientation
because those are probably the two most
controversial issues in there.
"People were telling me, 'Why does the Student
Government Association of James Madison
University need to take a stand on issues of this
magnitude, why can't we decide for ourselves?'"
McDougle said he plans to recall the bill next
week. Since McDougle voted to pass the bill, he has

Policelog
CONTINUED from page 6
The student reportedly drove her sport utility
vehicle across the lawn causing damage. A JMU
staff member observed the student and recorded the
license plate of the vehicle. The operator saw the
staff member recording the plate number and made
an obscene gesture to the employee.
• Three college-aged males were reportedly seen
pushing over the band scaffold and fleeing from
Warren Field around 1:03 a.m. March 22. The

uncle "has done so many things that have affected
Bush, that have changed [Bush's] mind on many
issues."
Buck said he didn't think people were voting for
Buchanan purely as an opposition to the Bush
Administration.
"Voting against Bush and saying it's a lousy
economy is, at the same time, saying you want

something new, different and bold," he said.
Although Buck has chosen not to take time off
from school to campaign for his uncle, he finds other
ways to support Buchanan.
For the New Hampshire Primary, for example.
Buck threw a primary party where party-goers could
pay a dollar and guess what percentage of the
republican votes Buchanan would win.

the right to recall it for another vote next week in
hopes that the bill will not pass.
Senator David Thomas said, "The main thing a
recall does is that it gives us a chance to go back and
ask our constituents what they think."
In response Beth Ising said, "My lesson about the
SGA is that you never know when the game is really
over."
The SGA Finance Committee also distributed
copies of the $568,799 proposed front-end budget —
the proposed amount of funding for 13 student
organizations — to all of the senators for their
consideration before next week's vole.
A bill was proposed that funding for Chrysalis be

cut from the front-end budget altogether and receive
no student fee support
Also at the meeting:
• The Curriculum and Instruction committee
reported that a bill to extend the amount of time
instructors have to turn in grades and a bill to give a
P.E. credit to members of the marching band were
both meeting opposition, but were still under
investigation.
• The Building and Grounds committee proposed a
bill to make access to P.C. Dukes easier to Village
residents by installing steps and a gravel walkway to
prevent students from having to walk on the hill
created by the construction site.

catwalk and a floodlight were damaged.
A cadet on patrol heard a noise come from the
field and upon investigation found the damaged
scaffold.

DIP/Underage Consumption/Personal
Abuse
• A student was charged criminally with drunk in
public and charged judicially with underaged
consumption and personal abuse around 11:31 p.m.
March 21.

An officer observed the student step into the line
of traffic on Bluestone Drive without looking and
began directing traffic. The officer asked the subject
to return to his residence because the student
smelled of beer, but did not appear to be intoxicated.
The subject said he would comply but did not. The
officer placed the subject under arrest and the
student began calling the officer obscenities. The
subject was transported to jail.

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 4: 59

CAN YOU
SELL THIS SPACE?
The Breeze is looking for talented persons interested in ad sales tor the 1992-1993 statr!

Account Executives
Assistant Business Manager
i
Sena1 resume ana1 cover letter
to:
Travis Anderson
Business Manager, The Breeze
Antnony-Seeger Hall
DEADLINE

FOR

APPLICATIONS

FRIDAY.

i

MARCH

27

<*>» rco

;>

VM' I \7ri;>'i IUT -»*"" " . n«"
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Dart—
A brain-dead dart to all the zombies who are
oblivious to the fact that standing in the middle
of the WCC hallways to socialize might block
traffic. Flick your cerebral switch on and get the
hell out of the way!
Sent in by a student who has resorted to body
checking these thoughtless punks.

Pat...
A great big pat for the members of JMU's
Animal Rights Coalition protesting the use of
donkeys in a "donkey basketball" game at
Broadway High School. Animals were not put
on this Earth to be abused.
Sent in by a concerned individual.

Dart...
An unsanitary dan to the people who "tastetest" the D-hall food straight from the buffet
with their fingers. Who taught you manners?
Sent in by a student wh* doesn't think
"finger-licking good" means scum from
someone else's finger.

Pat...
To the women in Records who patiently help
us at registration in Wine-Price. And to the
women at the counter in Wilson Hall — thanks!
Sent in by an appreciative individual.

Dart...
A dart to all computer lab assistants who,
through no fault but theirs, lost my entire
document while attempting to load spell check
to my disk! Thanks! By the way, saying "ooops,
I'm sorry" is no consolation.
Sent in by someone who spent three hours
typing their paper and three hours trying to
recover it—but never did.

Pat...
A way-to-go-pat to Kembrew McLeod and
Phil Sweeney for motivating some usually lazy
types into at least thinking about voting.
Sent in by a grad student who would have
voud if policy would allow.

editor WENDY WARREN
managing editorDAVE SCHLECK
(pinion «&or JOEL LANGLEY
asst. opinion editor HEATHER E O'NEIL

A racist's version of racism
About a month ago, Pcnn State's paper, The Daily
Collegian, printed a piece titled "African Americans
should not trust 'devilish' white people." Chino
Wilson, the black student who wrote the column, has
since received death threats and even national
attention with his appearance on ABC's "NighUine."
Wilson writes that white people have "raped,
murdered, plundered, deceived and tricked every
race that they have ever come in contact with." He
also says mat his own race couldn't survive "if white
people died tomorrow." His explanation — "as
people, we lack self-respect and love for our race."
Wilson cites history and AIDS as supporting
evidence of white supremacy. He writes that "after
-deciding that their race was superior to ours, they
[whites] kidnapped our African ancestors out of
mother Africa." He fails to acknowledge die fact that
a significant number of African rulers approved the

sale of their citizens as slaves simply for die money.
He then shamelessly makes the churn that AIDS is
a "killer disease ... created as part of a diabolical
plot to exterminate black people." After writing that
the disease was created in Fort Detrick, Maryland
from "small pox and Hepatitis B vaccines," he says
that "it is now certain that the World Health
Organization introduced the vaccine which
contaminated east and central Africa with the AIDS
virus." His final call is for his "brothers and sisters"
to "bear arms" and "unite, organize and execute."
. Of course, death threats are ridiculous, but one has
to wonder how anyone, of any color, could be so
ignorant. No, the white race doesn't have (he most
humane track record, but encouraging violence
against all while people in today's society won't
solve anything. The sad truth is that not only is
Wilson an angry young man, he, himself, is a racist.

Finding real reason to vote
Peanut butler — a delicacy not normally involved
in die annual SGA elections here at Madison —
seems to have put candidates and the SGA itself in a
sticky situation this year.
This year 2,876 students voted. That's 21 percent
more than last year's turnout of 2,375. While some
might like to credit the increase to cotton candy and
an accompanying musical score, we'd be more
inclined to hold the unexpected candidacies of
Kembrew McLeod and Phil Sweeney responsible.
These characters may not have expected to be
taken seriously, but neither the powers that be nor
the general population were too quick to dismiss
their dramatics during the actual elections. Without
giving them too much credit. The Breeze would bet
there was something deeper than free entrance to
afterlife and hair products behind McLeod and
Sweeney's absurd monologues.

It's pretty clear now that they represented a
significant population who feels misrepresented or
just plain not represented by the SGA. Although 21
percent can hardly be called a flood of civically
concerned students (especially considering the 2.3
percent growth in JMU's population) it is an
increase, and that's what counts.
The relatively high voter turnout and subsequent
run-off elections show people are at least paying
attention to this place we call home for eight months
out of the year. So whatever happens on Tuesday
among the runoff candidates, the student body has at
least made the SGA aware. Students are making
public their questions and doubts, and hoping they
will actually be heard this time.
*
For the fust time in a long time, the races offered
students real options and candidates real challenges.
From now en this should be rule, not exception.
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Letters to the Editor
CISAT Concerns' legitimate,
'consensus' support required
Recent reports and ankles in The Breeu dealing with
the new College of Integrated Science and Technology
reflect widely diverging viewpoints — especially from
some of the faculty and students in the sciences. Clearly
there is a need for a broader consensus to enable the new
program ID begin successfully.
Surely some of the concerns which have been raised
by critics of the program are not new. If these concerns
were expressed during the early stages of planning were
they seriously considered, quickly rejected, or as often
happens, simply ignored? Too often, flawed policies and or
programs have a tendency to become institutionalized and
become difficult to change once they are initiated.
I believe that Dr. Carter Lyon is correct in stating that
we may have moved too quickly (The Breeze, March 19).
b it really too late to pause and attempt to develop this
new program so that it has a broader base of support?
Consensus is rarely easily or quickly achieved but it is
unlikely to develop by ignoring or discrediting some of the
legitimate concerns about the program which have recently
been raised.
Dr. Frank Gerome
profoeaor of history

Students should register
and vote in H'Burg elections
To the editor:
Students, you have been powerless for too long. Right
here at JMU and in Harrisonburg. where you live for two
to four years, you are politically powerless because you do
not register and vote in the local city council elections.
You need to realize that you are now residents of
Harrisonburg, not Fairfax, Richmond, or Baltimore. By not
registering and voting you have no impact on your quality
ofh^bomonaodoffcan^.Doyouwambkycterjsshs
to and from campus from points all over the community?
Do you want sidewaJks and bike lanes to get you safely to
■tJfmniaiisilsliieniiaiiaislnairnriripili f—If
Do you want a dean Newman Lake and JMU

pond, unpolluted by sediment run-off from the "Mud
Mountain'' travesty behind the Valley Mall? Do you want
an "open" city government whose commissions,
committees, and boards represent women, minorities,
neighborhood groups, and, yes, students? If you answered
"yes" to any of these important questions, then please
register before the April 4 deadline and vole in the weeks
that follow.
This April there are city council candidates well worth
supporting — you can vote for a total of three — and
several of these persons have strong ties to JMU. as well as
to the Harrisonburg community. For your information —
and I trust The Breeze will run profiles on all the
candidates — those running with direct connections to
JMU are Joe Enedy, a professor in the geography
department; Agnes Weaver, a public school teacher and
wife of Business School professor Carl Weaver; and
incumbent councilwoman Emily Dingledine whose
husband Raymond Dingledine, now deceased, was a
former history department chairman and longtime
councilman.
Perhaps if students show enough interest in the
upcoming city council election, we might get all of the
candidates to speak to student-related issues here on
campus. Its time for students to take some local
responsibility for the quality of life of this area. Students in
various college towns around the United States, from
Burlington, Vt. to Berkeley, Calif., have become
influential participants in the political process and have
brought excellent city governments to power. You can do
it too.
How do you register? It's simple. Just walk a few
blocks down Main Street to the Municipal Building (345 S.
Main St.) and sign-up at the Voter Registration Office
which is on the basement level. Their office hours are
Monday through Friday, 9 to 5, and their phone number is
433-2150. There are no special residency requirements and
the process will take a matter of minutes. They will also
instruct you on how to cast your vote prior to me end of
Register before the April 4 deadline and be pan of the
solution, not part of the problem.
Dr.

Remembering the old JMU
Today let as lock at the i"> brochure, and as we
do allow aae to assure everyone that I
hype aad glitz are a part of
advertisine; tail is at least in
part why Michael Jordan and
the Swedish Bikini Team earn
such bif backs. However, at
the heart of the matter is 1*
informality Project i'° will
offer small, informal classes... Most of your class
meetings will be limited so about 25 students."

In my opinion, every student currently enrolled
at "OLD JMU" should be screaming. If small class
size is being used to lure students into the "New
College," then small classes must be good, and
why don't all students at OLD JMU have small
classes? The answer is simple. The administration
is far more concerned about bricks and mortar than
about students and faculty. Consider the following
data [Provided by the office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs (VPAA) or available in JMU
catalogs]. Between the fall of 1988 and 1991 the
number of faculty increased by 5. It should be
obvious why we are forced into having large
classes at OLD JMU. In fairness, it should be noted
that part-time faculty probably were not included in
the information provided by the VPAA.
Another problem! Part-time faculty are often
very good at what they do, but generally they only

Skfai color not representative
of peoples' social worthiness
To the edito--:

About a month ago I wrote a letter responding to an
article in The Breeu on the issue of interracial dating here
on campus. Following an incident this past week I must
address the issue of colorblind friendship as welL
This week the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity celebrated
black heritage and the history of WPBS. I really enjoyed
participating in my own litde way, but a good friend of
mine participated in a much larger way when she
performed in the "In Living Color Live Show." She did a
splendid job and I was very proud of her. Unfortunately she
didn't feel the same way. She felt ostracized and
unwelcomed. Not by any of the doings of any of the
Sigmas — no! By others, and I don't have to say names,
because those of you who ridiculed her know who you are.
After the show I spoke to her and she was such a
trooper, but I was furious. How can any of my peers
purposely make another one of my peers feel so
uncomfortable based on the color of her skin? How can any
one group ask that they not be judged by the color of their
skin when they are guilty of doing just that? Why should
anyone be put in the position where they feel like they must
choose between friends?
I felt distraught that evening. I never want to have to
choose between my black friend or white friends, or Asian
friends or Hispanic friends or green friends or purple
friends ... I don't even want to have to choose between
any of my friends based on race and ethnicity! And I resent
being put in the position where a I feel like I have to. I
don't want to "sell out" either side. I've been ridiculed
because my skin isn't pure. The fact that this lack-of
tolerance still exists disgusts me. I salute the Sigmas for
integrating their celebration. Yes, it was a celebration of
black heritage, but they recognize that you don't have to be
black to have a good party!
To my friend, I thank you for trying. You looked
beautiful even if nobody remembered to tell you so. I hope
that you aren't too discouraged, because there really is far
more tolerance at JMU than not. On the one hand, I don't
care what color your skin is, on the other hand, it is part of
who you are. And I like who you are! You've dona your
part in trying to integrate this campus and I for one,
appreciate it. I know that there isn't a drop of prejudice in
you and I hope that now everyone ette does too!

leach classes aad the rest of us Had ourselves
overworked trying to handle:

ft be found at a
time; direction of student
projects and committee work;
to say nothing about research
that is often performed with
undergraduates. So at OLD
JMU we have an overworked faculty, large classes,
and classes taught by part-time faculty. Contrast
this with the fact that at least some of the members
of the committee constructing a first-year program
in science, mathematics, and technology for
CISAT are reportedly receiving released time or
overload compensation.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that the current
student body and faculty should demand that the
administration do the following. 1) Fix the
problems at OLD JMU. 2) Slow down and put
together a science and technology curriculum for
CISAT that will prepare students to compete in a
world market. Otherwise i10 may need to be
expanded to i12 to accommodate "imaginary'' and
"incompetent." If 1) and 2) are not appropriately
dealt with, we should demand a change in the
administration at JMU!
J. J. Leary is a professor of chemistry at JMU.

HlhlllggrflBl

PI Kappa Phi thanks everyone
who gave during PUSH
Te*
The brokers of Pi Kappa Pre would like to thank the
countless individuals and organizations who made
oonaoons to People Understand the Severely Handicapped
during our second annual PUSH Week.
The aim of PUSH Week is two fold: first, to increase
JMU't awareness to die concerns and challenges facing the
disabled and, secondly, to raise funds to enhance and create
programs that serve the disabled nationwide. By the end of
this semester, the JMU Pi Kapp chapter will have raised
close to $18,000 for the disabled in just two years through
PUSH Week and PUSH America.
Although our fund-raising efforts extend well beyond
the Shenandoah Valley, our accomplishments would not
have been possible without the generous support of the
Harrisonburg business community, and the JMU students,
faculty, Greek system, and student organizations.
It has been said, "Service to others is simply the rent
we pay for the time we occupy the earth." Your generous
donations have and will continue to touch the lives of
countless individuals across the nation. We thank you for
your support and look forward to your continued assistance
in the years ahead.
Jody Jaap
PI Kappa Phi President
senior
finance

Sean Tobin
Fund-raising Coord.
senior
finance
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Attitudes about sex vary on campus
by Jessica Jenkins
staffwriter
In grade school, just mentioning
the word made boys and girls giggle,
but sex is a serious issue for college
students.
Promiscuity sparks conflict
"Sex can be a good thing,"said
freshman Drew Ringo, "but people
tend to abuse it.
"It's a lot like drugs," he said.
"People can get hooked on sex.
They're always looking for that
perfect orgasm."
Junior Jodi Darby agreed that sex
can be addictive. "It's like chips and
salsa, the real hot spicy salsa. Once
you have it, you just can't get enough.
I don't believe in promiscuity."
Senior John Lovetl said, "Sex is a
truly universal experience. Everyone
has the capacity to enjoy it"
Students agreed that casual sex is
common on the JMU campus. Darby
said people who engage in casual sex
know how to find each other, but
casual sex isn't as visible to others.
"People know where they can get it,"
she said.
Junior Jeanne Bollendorf said she
went to several parties where she saw
people trying to find sex. "I don't
think sex is a bad thing," she said.
"But I think too many people go out
looking for sex."
Others agreed that students are
overly promiscuous. "Whatever
anyone else wants to do, it's fine with
me," Ringo said. "I just don't
understand why people want to treat
each other that way."
But some students seemed very
comfortable with the sexuality they
see on campus.
"I don't see why people get so
hyped about sex," Darby said. "It's a
normal bodily function."
Senior Pam Amaral said she finds

JMU students
about as sexually
active as students
anywhere else.
"No more than
any
other
college," she said.
"It's all relative."
But an increase
of AIDS cases
over the past
decade has made
some students
more cautious.
Junior Heidi
Bensenhaver said
casual sex is too
widespread on
campus.
"The casual
sex isn't safe sex
and that's how
AIDS is spread,"
she said.
But Bollendorf
said sex has lost
its appeal lately.
"I think it's
lessened
in
popularity lately
because of all the
health risks."
She added that
she has become
more selective
about her sexual
partners
and
suggested that
condom machines
on campus might
help
protect
students who are sexually active.
"Face facts, you're not going to stop
[sex]," Bollendorf said.
Darby said that fear of AIDS still
may not affect some students, even
though college-age people are highrisk. "Even with this AIDS thing,
people are gonna have it [sex], no
matter what," Darby said.

CJ.GREBB /THE BREEZE

To wait or not to wait?
For some, though, the biggest issue
about sex isn't the danger but the
timing. The subject of premarital sex
has many students squaring off on
opposite sides of the fence.
Ringo says he is proud of his
virginity and plans to wait until he

by Kristie L Writtenberry

Students give
insight into
homosexuality

staffwriter
Senior Mark Wasson goes to JM's Pub & Deli
almost every Tuesday night When women flirt
with him, he says he's at a "complete loss" and
has "no earthly idea what to do." Mostly he just
smiles and says, "that's nice."
Michael, who asked to not be identified, often
meets people who quickly turn away from him
because they feel threatened.
These men aren't shy though, and they do
enjoy going out with friends just like everyone
else. Mark and Michael are gay. And although

marries to have sex. "Sex ruins a
relationship," he said. "There's
nothing left after that.
"It's important to realize that your
virginity is really special and it's the
one gift that you can give to someone
that you want to marry."
Ringo said he goes to Mormon
dances to find others who share his
beliefs. "The friends you hang around
with are the ones who are going to
mold you the most," he said.
Bensenhaver agreed. "For me
personally I prefer to wait until
marriage."
But waiting isn't for everyone. "It's
up to every individual to decide when
they want to have sex." junior Leona
Baker said. "I think you're missing
out if you don't, but that's your
opinion." She added that she tries to
be very open about sex. She said
problems arise in society because "our
culture is obsessed with it and yet we
don't want to be open about it."
Bollendorf said it's belter to have
sex before getting married. "It makes
you more well-rounded," she said.
Junior Richard Chartier didn't see
the reason for controversy. "Why
would anyone be against premarital
sex?" he said. "Once you experience
it, you'll change your mind."
No matter what the controversy,
most students find many problems in
society's attitudes towards sex. Love 11
said television, movies and
advertisements are to blame. "The
media promote sexism and violence
and that is why we have one of the
most sexist and violent societies in the
industrialized world," he said.
But even with all the current
controversies, the decisions still lie
with the students themselves.
Bensenhaver said students should
actively decide whether or not to have
sex. "I hope more people think about
it because it's a big decision and
people take it too lightly."

they've never met, they share the same feelings
about their homosexuality.
Mark says being gay isn't a choice — it's
biological.
"The choice is whether or not to accept it and
express it," he says. "That's the only choice you
have, and sooner or later you have to make that
choice."
For Mark, he realized something about him
was different at a very young age. As far back as
he can remember, he had a different attraction, he
says. But like most gay people, it didn't take
effect until puberty.
HOMOSEXUALS page 17
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Harassment endangers self-esteem

I

"t can be as subtk
p
subtle as a look or as blatant as an

offer. But either way, sexual harassment — by
-other students, professors, or employers — still
happens and still hurts for JMU students.
Dawn Telemeco, a senior accounting major, was
sexually harassed when she worked at a restaurant
when she was 16. Like many victims, she wasn't
physically threatened — the harassment was verbal.
"At first, the manager and some of the other
people who worked there just made general
comments, and I joked around with everyone," she
says. "Then one night I was down on my knees,
sweeping stuff out from under a counter and the
manager told me that that's how all women should
be — down on their knees."
Dawn didn't tell anyone about the incident for a
long time because she was afraid people wouldn't
believe her or would think she had done something
to deserve the harassment. But now she says she
realizes she was not at fault.
"I don't feel like I should be ashamed to say this
stuff happened to me and have it put in the paper and
put my name to it," Telemeco says. "I can
understand why so many girls don't want their name
associated with something like this. They're afraid of
being ridiculed, embarrassed or retaliated against.
But we shouldn't have to be embarrassed, because
it's not something we did."
But harassment is not confined to the workplace
or to boss-employee relationships.
Sheila — a senior English major who asked that
her real name not be used because, like many victims
of sexual harassment, she fears an accompanying
stigma — was harassed at JMU by another student
"I met this guy at Homecoming," she says. "We
talked for a while and I was kind of drunk and I
kissed him. I saw him out the next weekend, and he
was talking to me and he pulled one of his friends
over. He introduced us and said, 'He wants to fuck
you like I did.'
The next weekend, I saw him again. I walked
past him and a bunch of his friends. He grabbed me
and said, "This is my friend and she really likes it up
the ass.'"
These kinds of scenarios continued for a while,
and Sheila says it got to the point that she wouldn't
go out.
"I would go to class, work and then go home
because I was afraid I'd run into him," she says. "I
wasn't afraid that he would hurt me physically, but I
didn't know what he was saying about me to other
people. I was afraid that people would believe the
things he was saying about me.
"I was so humiliated. I couldn't believe this was
happening to me. I denied it for a long time."
But Sheila soon found out that other women had
had similar experiences with this same student. She
says one girl almost left school because the
harassment from this student became so unbearable.
"I didn't think it was serious until I realized it had
happened to other people," she says.
But knowing that she wasn't alone didn't
immediately make things easier, she says.
"I felt guilty," she says. "I didn't think I deserved
it or anything, but I knew I had made a really bad
decision in even remotely attaching myself to this
guy.".
Sheila researched her options for turning him in
and was not encouraged. She found out what many
women find when they're dealing with a complaint
like sexual harassment — that it comes down to
being one person's word against another's.
According to the student handbook,, when.a
student at JMU believes an incident of harassment
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"I would go to class,
work and then go home
because I was afraid I'd
run into him."
"Sheila"
senior
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Defining sexual
harassment

Defining sexual harassment is one of the
most difficult things about the charge.
But JMU's Women's Issues Committee
tried to do it anyway in 1990 when they
published a brochure, "Sexism in Higher
Education: the James Madison Perspective."
"The motive of the committee was to
sensitize the Madison public — faculty, staff
and students — before a problem actually
arose," said Dr. Roger Soenkscn, a human and
mass communication professor and member of
the committee. "We were not reacting to a
specific set of circumstances. I think we
realized that this was a problem that was
becoming more and more known, and this was
long before Anita Hill."
Soenksen offered a broad-based definition
of harassment.
"I think it can be defined in terms of
communication, touching, even lack of
attention to female members of a class and
underestimation of the contribution of female
individuals," he said. "But most of those things
are real hard to prove."
Soenksen said that with a charge like sexual
harassment, the burden of proof rests solely on
the accuser, and that an accusation of
harassment is difficult to prove.
But he also said he thinks if someone has
been harassed, it's worth it to try to prove the
accusation.
"I think having two daughters, as they got
older, I hope whether or not the alleged
harasser is convicted or receives some kind of
penalty, that they have a duty to themselves
not to tolerate demeaning behavior," he said.
"There's a lot to say about just doing what you
tlunk is right, whether or not it's recognized by
an administration or the courts. Sometimes you
just have to do some things for yourself. You
never know, it might make it easier for
someone else or put someone on notice that
they have to be more sensitive."

has taken place, that person has a couple options
seriously if it is not validated by men. But I have a
including: reporting the alleged incident to the
right to take something seriously if it hurts me and
affirmative action office at JMU, confronting the
makes me feel different about myself. If that's the
accused to discuss why an action or comment was
case, it is real, and it needs to be dealt with."
offensive, or discuss the matter with the associate
The harassment ended after a few months and the
vice president for student affairs or the director of
student graduated.
the Counseling and Student Development Center. An
Angela, a junior English major at JMU who also
individual also may file a formal charge with the
asked that her real name not be used, says she is
U.S. Office of Civil Rights. The address and phone
being sexually harassed by one of her professors.
number are available from the affirmative action
The professor makes comments to her about her
office.
boyfriend and their relationship, how she dresses,
But it didn't come to that for Sheila. She
and how attractive she is, she says. He also often
eventually reached a point where she decided to
makes sexual innuendoes to her.
make a stand for herself, she says.
"It makes me feel uncomfortable," she says. "I
"I reached a point where I said I would not be
feel like it's my fault. I'll stop and ask myself how
afraid of this guy — I would not let him win," she
I'm behaving to encourage this — 'Am I acting
says. "I realized that what he wanted was control
promiscuous? Am I dressed inappropriately?' But
over me, to make me fed humiliated, and I wasn't
then I realize I'm not doing anything wrong."
going to let him.
The most difficult thing for Angela is that she
"But it was hard. This kind of thing snowballs.
feels she doesn't really have any proof that she's
You feel worse and worse about yourself and feel
being harassed, she says.
more and more like you deserve it.
"It's not like he touched me or asked me to go to
"Women are taught not to take themselves
seriously; that what they feel is not to be taken
HARASSMENT page 22
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Homosexuals
COKTIHUED from pegc 15

"I started dealing with being gay at
16," be says. Alter getting his driver's
license, he started going to gay clubs,
bars and organizations in his
hometown of Richmond.
Michael, who's also a 22-year-old
senior at JMU, says his feelings began
the same way.
"Before 16,1 would look at boys
differently than in elementary school."
he says. "It scared me, and I knew
something was happening."
And although he had heterosexual
relationships in high school, he says it
felt weird. But it wasn't until the night
before he came to JMU his freshman
year, everything changed. Michael
went to visit a friend whom he thought
was straight. When he arrived, a porno
movie was playing, and Michael says
he felt very awkward.
"I don't know if I wanted
(anything) to happen," he says. "I
thought it might, and I was so
curious."
He says one thing led to another
and he had his first homosexual
experience. "It was almost like I was
overhead, watching," he says. "I felt
cheap and disgusting."
Not only did he feel uneasy about
the incident, but his curiosity caused
him problems that year at JMU.
"I started having an inner turmoil
about myself," he says. "I hated
myself for trying it

■-,

—.

"Some people found out or figured
And Michael, who thought he knew
it out and they acted differently,"
who he was before college, had what
Michael says. "If they asked, I
he calls a "slight breakdown."
respected them and gave them an
For Mark, however, his first
explanation."
homosexual experience was against
He says that most people aren't as
his will. He was sexually assaulted
accepting if they know you are gay.
when he was 13 by a man in his early
They tend to back off and leave you to
40s. "I didn't know what was going
yourself, he
on," he says.
says.
"I
felt
And
coerced with
although
he
the threat of
doesn't
my life."
voluntarily
Although
tell
his
Mark says he
friends,
doesn't
Michael
believe the
decided
to tell
assault had
his
mother.
any effect on
Now that she
his being gay,
knows, they
he says to
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
don't talk
some extent
about it. "It's not something she wants
it was the result of his curiosity.
to hear," he says. "I can tell."
After
accepting
their
But Michael's father still doesn't
homosexuality, Mark and Michael
know that his son is gay. "I don't feel
were faced with the decision of telling
like he invested enough in my
friends and family.
younger life to deserve to know,"
Mark told a few of his gay friends
Michael says.
while he was still in high school. Once
Mark told his family around age 18,
he turned 18, he discussed his
and
says they took it fairly well.
homosexuality with his two closest
"Mom's
first reaction was that it
friends, who were straight. They
wasn't her fault," Mark says. "Dad
thought it was just a phase and that he
had sort of guessed."
would change, he says. But,
After the initial shock, however, his
eventually, they grew away from him.
mother wanted to help him adjust. To
Michael, however, decided not to
help her son learn to relate to family
tell anyone unless they asked him.

and friends, she took him to a gay
psychotherapist she had met at VCU
while getting her master's degree.
When he told his 16-year-old
brother at the time, Mark says he
handled it the best. "He says 'I could
care less. You're still my brother and I
love you,'" Mark says.
For the last three-and-a-half years,
Mark and Michael have been making
friends at JMU. On campus, Mark is
an active member of Harmony, a gay
and lesbian organization. He also
gives lectures to classes and dorm
residents, despite the negative results.
"I've had a death threat on my
answering machine and someone
broke into my room," he says.
But Michael decided against
becoming a member of Harmony.
Being a dancer, he has a busy
schedule of rehearsals and Michael
wanted to make friends on his own.
"Part of me doesn't feel I need the
(gay) community on campus to be
who I am," he says. "I have friends in
Harmony and that's good enough."
One friend in particular has helped
Michael deal with being gay. He met a
gay JMU professor and went to a
Harmony party at his home.
"It helped to see a gay person so
successful and professional," he says.
"It makes you feel that much more
comfortable if you're having doubts."
HOMOSEXUALS page 22
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Olympic Weight Room
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Lap Swimming Pool
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Dry Heat Sauna
Suntan System
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JMU students learn hands-on communication

Teacher breaks barriers with sign languag
by MJ Carscallen
stqffwriter
Silence is sometimes equaled with an absence
of communication, but for some people it is a
way of life.
Graduate student and teacher Lori Lombard
has invested a large portion of her time, energy
and interest into the sign language class she has
taught since the beginning of spring semester
last year.
Lombard was an undergraduate at JMU and
returned to obtain her masters degree in speech
pathology.
She has still not decided which option she
will pursue following graduation in May, though
she said she will not be leaching sign language
classes at JMU next semester.
She has brought a wide variety of experiences
to her classroom.
She worked at Gallaudet University, the only
university for the hearing impaired in the United
States, in the registration office for two years

and interned at the Virginia School for the Deaf
and Blind for a semester.
At JMU she is making the most of her
experiences by passing them on to her students.
"I absolutely love it," Lombard said. "It's the
ideal class to teach. Students wouldn't take the
class if they weren't interested — they come to
participate.''
The students learn the deaf aren't social
outcasts, but are normal people, Lombard said.
The only time they're impaired is when there is
a person who isn't going to try to communicate
with them.'*
Lombard said some of her students come
back and tell her about conversations they have
initiated with a deaf person after taking her
class.
Over spring break, two of her students

approached a group of Gallaudet students on the
beach and began signing.
The students joined them for a few beers and
walked away realizing "they're normal people
with a different language," she said
According
10 Lombard, some of
her students learn
really fast and
always want to learn
more.
"By the end
of the semester they
are
doing
presentations. They
are using what
they've learned and
it's easy to see
progress.*'
Although
she has had great
success at teaching
sign language to her
students, she admits
it would be ideal to
have deaf people join
the class, allowing
students to use sign
as their only means
of communication.
Teaching while
studying

SAXLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

Lori Lombard teaches a sign to her students.

At
first,
teaching and being a
student was a little
difficult
for
Lombard
"In
the
beginning I was
putting my work
before my classes,"
Lombard said. "I
used to spend three

hours planning for one class."
"One day you're a teacher and one day you're
a student," Lombard said. "It's a strange
feeling."
Lombard said she likes the way JMU gave
her the leeway to design the class. "I was given
the support (from the faculty) and independence
I needed."

"There are educators
and leaders. They
function as we do, just
with one difference —
their language is
different."
Lori Lombard
student instructor
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"Now teaching is a stress reliever," Lombard
said. "What belter way is there to relieve stress
than to spend time with people who have a
common interest?"
Student involvement accents Lombard's
interest in her class. They are always open to
communicating and discussing with each other,
she said
Lombard said the first semester she taught
she always had an inclination to sit in a seat,
instead of walking straight up to the podium.
However, she quickly learned that on the
other side of the podium she had a responsibility
to all of the students.
"It's hard meeting the needs of so many
people," Lombard said
Regardless of this difficulty, Lombard wants
all of her students to finish her class with a high
level of confidence in their signing abilities.
"The class should be enjoyed," she said.
"They should take it with them. They should
feel comfortable with deafness."
The silent culture shock
Lombard was in direct contact with the deaf
culture during her stay at Gallaudet University
and VSDB where she used sign language 24
hours a day.
Not only did she rely on sign to communicate
with her co-workers and students in the
registration office, but she also lived with deaf
students.
She admits she had difficulty adjusting to the
cultural differences at both schools.
"The libraries were very loud, but it was a
different noise than miking," Lombard said.
"There wasn't any talking, just a lot of

background noise."
Lombard said when she am
first went out for dinner, she f(
most of the talking because si
group.
"By the time they were fin
said, "I hadn't touched my dim
Education outside the cU
The people I associated
Lombard said "I could feel t
stares. I could hear others' con
"I wanted to educate
disheartening to see how man
the deaf."
And in some instances Li
advantage of the situation ar
who were making fun of her an
She said once she and a frie
Union Station in D.C. While l
to each other, she could hear th
table laughing at them.
She hesitated to make it ki
she was fully aware of their ru
she got her point across anothei
When she heard one of then
some ketchup, she reached o
handed him the bottle.
"My deaf friends think it's
are taking interest in more than
— that people have an awi
culture, of who they are," Loml
"They are educators anc
function as we do, just with c
their language is different"
Excitement and embarrai

As with any new endeavor
has experienced her fair shar
moments.
During one class the first set
Lombard was teaching her c
"fine".
For this sign, the thumb is p
of the chest, with the fingers
and the palm perpendicular tc
there is an upward and outwan
the thumb.
Sure, this sounds fairly sii
didn't go quite as planned for L
"My restrictive undergarrm
occlusion became instantl
Lombard said.
However, her students wen
spare her from any embarrassii
class was dismissed shortly afte
Most people can walk and
time, but Lombard had proble
her friends and signing at the si
"I was so busy staring at th
into things," Lombard said. "I
head to toe for the first few moi
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: finished eating." she
dinner."

i classroom
led with were deaf,'*
*1 the discriminatory
comments.

ite others. It was
many people attacked
s Lombard did take
n and shocked those
it and her friends,
i friend were eating at
ile they were signing
ar the men at the next
it known at first that
ir rude comments, but
Mherway.
[hem ask the other for
d over the aisle and
it's wonderful people
than just the language
awareness of their
.ombard said.
and leaders. They
ith one difference —

rrassment
vor in life, Lombard
share of humiliating
t semester she taught,
jr class the sign for
is place in the center
;ers pointing upward
w to the body. Then
ward movement with
y simple, but things
or Lombard that day.
arment with anterior
intly disengaged,"
were kind enough to
assing comments and
afterwards, she said,
and talk at the same
oblcms walking with
le same time,
it the signs that I ran
. "I was bruised from
months."
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Tony Matey, a student at VSDB who is tutored in art by JMU students, uses a viewfinder to study shape and form.

Volunteers bring art to deaf students
by Robyn Williams
assistant lifestyles editor
Three art majors have taken the initiative to teach their craft to
younger students in a world of silence.
Susan Cox, Christine Campo and Jennifer Banchansky become
teachers one day a week to these special children at the Virginia School
for the Deaf and Blind in Staunton. While they instruct the students in
art, those youngsters help their teachers learn sign language.
Senior Susan Cox drives to the VSDB each Wednesday to work
with deaf children in elementary grades. She teaches three classes. In
each class, two groups of 10 students work together in art sessions.
Rather than concentrating on basics of art like color and shadows,
Cox lets her students have fun with art activities. "I like to give free
rein and let them express themselves," she said.
Some assignments are related to what they're studying academically
or events in the world around them. Earlier this semester, the students,
ranging from five to 12 years old, completed a group project on the
1992 Winter Olympics.
Cox bought rolls of white paper and let the children create their own
images of the sporting events, using magazines, markers and crayons.
"They put together what they thought the Olympics were," she said.
The boys and girls drew rings, copied flags of the participating
countries and cut out pictures of athletes, she said.
"I thought it was a good project and a real success. The children
worked well together."
Cox herself is just learning sign language this semester in order to
work with these children who mostly "talk" with their hands. Although
there is an interpreter in the classroom, her constant practice at the
VSDB has greatly enhanced her signing abilities.
"I'm learning more by being able to use it," she said. "By working
with the students, it's becoming possible to communicate more one-onone with them."
Cox wants to go to graduate school to work with the deaf and
handicapped in art classes.

"I like working with the kids and seeing their enthusiasm," she
said. "It's a good feeling to establish that rapport."
Cox first volunteered her service when Tanya Saidlcy, who acts as
the elementary curriculum coordinator at the VSDB, contacted JMU.
That was the first time the school gave college students the
opportunity to work with the elementary grades. "It worked out really
well, and I would like to see it continue," Saidley said.
Teacher assistance with art projects allows the children to share
their creative ideas and beliefs. "Art develops their eye-hand
coordination,'' she said. "It's a wonderful way to express ideas and to
learn through art"
VOLUNTEERS page 20

CRAIC NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Christina Campo (left) and Jennifer Banchansky (center)
tutor deaf students in art once a week.
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Volunteers
CONTINU ED from page 19
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Sophomore Christina Campo, an art
major and Special Education music
minor, also works at the VSDB. She
co-teaches two classes of four deaf
students — one of middle school
children, and the other of high school
students.
"My work with the deaf children is
really fulfilling," Campo said. She
started volunteering before Spring
Break, and now continues that drive to
Staunton every Wednesday. Her work
at the school fulfills the practicum
requirement of an art therapy class.
She prefers to highlight the
fundamentals of art "We use art as the
raw means of expression since the
deaf rely so much on visual
communication," she said.
Campo hopes to have a show at
VSDB featuring all her students'
artwork at the end of this semester.
The excitement on the children's
faces and quick motion of their hands
make the experience worthwhile for
her, she said. Recently, Campo shared
impressionist art with the deaf
students, which "hints at an image
that's not realistically rendered," she
said.
"I was showing the artwork of other
artists, and they got very excited and
started signing really fast," Campo
said. "One boy even stood on a chair
to see a different angle."
She has made efforts to learn the
language of her students with books,
video tapes and watching an
interpreter at a Baptist Church, but has
learned mostly from practice.
"I learned to finger spell as a child,
but I'm definitely not fluent in sign
language," she said. "I think I've
learned more from the deaf children
than anyone else."
The VSDB had existed without an
art teacher for about four years and
welcomed interested people willing to
work without pay, she said. Campo
would like to return if her schedule
next year allocates the extra time.
Sophomore art and psychology
major Jennifer Banchansky co-teaches
with Campo. She also stresses the
basics of art, like three-dimension and
close observation of subjects.
"They really haven't had much
experience with art at all so we try and
give a general overview," she said.
Banchansky wants to work in art
therapy as a career, so she approached
the head of the JMU art department
about volunteer experience. Now she
works with the deaf children, but said,
"art therapy is for anyone who needs
it."
Banchansky had no formal instruction
in sign language, but the weekly
interaction helps train her.
"I'm learning as we'je going
along," she said. "There's been no
problems with, the .language barrier."

GET READY!
We're gonna knock you out!
Reading Day, 1002.

THE ULTIMATE IN OFF-CAMPUS
LIVING FOR JMU STUDENTS
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South
Avenue behind 7-11)...within easy walking distance of
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units
available (almost 1300 square feet). Because of its many
excellent features. Olde Mill Village has become the
most popular student community in Harrisonburg. Don't
get left out..reserve your unit (or room) today!

ZMDZVIinJAI< AT
CHARGE

__
A MEMBER OF THE
[71
SCARS HNAMCJAL NETWORK IAJ

COLDWeLL

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Professionally Managed By:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
OLDE MJXL VILLAGE OFFERS
THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS FOR
YOUR COMFORT & KCUUK1TY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level-no hills or interstatcs to cross
Basketball court
On-site management
Pre-wircd for television, telephone, & computer
Dcadbolts & door viewers on all apartments
Lighted parking lot & walkways
On city bus line to campus ok. Valley Mall
No sliding glass doors
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Drumsticks and backpacks

Campus bands rock on with success
by Sara HammeJ
staff writer
If JMU bands reach their goals,
students who know them now will
one day be able to say "I knew them
when.. "
Everything, Johnnies Heritage,
Uncle Charlie, Full Stop and Perfect
Circle already have a loyal fallowings
and are striving to make themselves
known around Virginia.
Senior Mark Reinhardt, who plays
trumpet and keyboards for
Everything, said things have been
going well for the band.
"One of our songs, 'Who Do You
Love,' is being used in a video for the
Bikini Open" on Pay Per View,
Reinhardt said. "It has a budget of
$100,000, and should be out in late
spring when the show is syndicated
nationally."
He said one of the band's most
exiting shows to date includes a
charity event called "Best Buddies,"
which featured Carl Lewis, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Dolph Lundgrin and
other celebrities.
Everything released its second
tape, "Play," a few weeks ago. It is

Bands reveal
how they got
their names

T-

by Sara Hammel
staffwriter

CRAKS MEW*UNAHE BREEZE

Jon Pineda and Daniel Robinson
also available on CD, unlike their
first release which was recorded late
in 1989 and is self-tided.
Tom Cochrane, assistant manager
of Town and Campus Records, said
the Everything recording is selling
weU.
"There was a decent amount of

perform with Johnnies Heritage.
hype, so we probably sold at least 50
the first week," Cochrane said.
Another JMU band has also just
released a CD. "Strange Fits of
Passion" from Johnnies Heritage
came out just before spring break and
is also selling well.
"UVa. and Tech sold out, and we
had to give them more. Town and
Campus is also doing well," said
junior Jon Pineda, lead singer for
Johnnies Heritage.
Cochrane said, "A lot of people
were waiting for the tape to come out,
and then it came out right before
break so people weren't around. But
it's really been selling well since
then."
Pineda said the band is serious
about music and would like a career
in the music business.
"I think our main goal right now is
to get on a label where people can
hear us," Pineda said. "We would like
to get on a label someday, even if we
have to live out of a van for awhile —
but if it happens, it happens."
The band opened for the
Smithereens in the Convocation
Center last semester, and Pineda said
it was a great opportunity.
The guys from Capitol were there,
and it was great to be heard by them,"
he said. "After the show, the sound
men for the Smithereens came up and
complimented us. It was definitely
our biggest show."
Another well-known JMU band.
Full Stop, has a CD coming out in the
next few weeks.

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE

BANDS page 25

A band by any other name may
not have been the same.
Funky Lunchbox won't be
playing at JMU, but students can
hear the same band under the name
of Perfect Circle. Drummer Joe
Wells explained how Perfect
Circle got its name.
"We just kept coming up with
names, and at one point someone
said Funky Lunchbox," he said.
"Finally our lead singer, Mark
Brown, came up with Perfect
Circle from the REM song."
Everything, too, came up with
its name through brainstorming.
Keyboardist and trumpet player
Mark Reinhardt said the band was
looking for a "noncommittal, allencompassing" name. Basically, he
said. Everything pretty much
covered it.
When a band member
mentioned the name, Reinhardt
said it seemed to fit — especially
since the band plays so many
different styles of music.
Rick Dunetz from Uncle Charlie
said his band got its name from a
private joke.
"We were joking about Charles
Manson one day, and when we
were deciding on a name — Uncle
Charlie just stuck," he said. "Uncl*"
Charlie can really mean whatever
you want it to mean, though."
Although the lead singer of
Johnnies Heritage is named Jon, he
said that is not the reason for the
name of his band.
"We wanted to kind of get out
of the mainstream," he said, "but
also appeal to a lot of people.
"So Johnnies Heritage is for
everyone — Johnnie's such an
everyday name — and heritage is
like a history that everyone has,"
he explained.
Even with the mystery of the
names gone, the bands still playx
on.
.
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Homosexuals
CONTINUED from page 17

And doubts are certainly present at
times, he says. Michael's mother used
to tell him as a child that he had two
strikes going against him in life
because he's a male and he's black.
"Being black, male and gay
automatically means three strikes
against me," he says.
He's afraid that being gay will
decrease his chances of getting a job
after he graduates. Some employers
won't hire people if they find out
they're gay, he says.
"You must be a responsible person

to be gay and work in a mostly
straight atmosphere,*' he says. "You
have to act straight while in a straightacting world."
Mark agrees, even though he's
open about his homosexuality. He
doesn't believe the straight
community at JMU is very accepting.
Straight people "are indifferent to
mildly hostile," Mark says. "JMU is a
very homogeneous population, and
anything different sort of threatens
that."
And that's the why Mark doesn't
tell people he's gay unless they ask.
"I let them assume," he says. "I

don't edit my talk about myself and
my (gay) friends here at JMU." Mark
has met many of his straight friends
through the gay community at JMU.
They know he's gay, he says, so it's
never an issue.
But one thing that has become an
issue for both of them is AIDS.
"It scares me," Mark says. "Of
course I'm in a high risk group."
Mark says he knows people at JMU
with AIDS. He also knows people
who have graduated that have died
from AIDS or currently have "fullblown AIDS." Because of this fear,
Mark gets tested for the HIV virus

every three to six months. Michael,
who has a friend at home with AIDS,
also fears contracting the disease.
"It's scary, but I think it's scary for
everyone," Michael says. People only
associate AIDS with gay people and
don't want to admit that everyone's at
risk, he says
Michael believes straight people as
well as gay people need to realize
AIDS can strike anyone.
"If you stop (having sex)
completely, it's like stopping a part of
your life," he says. "You're gonna
have to take your chances, and life is
all about taking chances."

Harassment.
CONTWVED from page 16

bed with him or something," she says.
"It's just a subtle way he looks at me
and talks to me that's wrong. He
shouldn't treat me any differently than
a male student who walks into his
officeStephanie, who also asked that her
name not be used, says she was
sexually harassed as a high school
student in Northern Virginia. Now a
sophomore interdisciplinary social
science major, she says she is still
affected by those experiences.
"I was a National Merit SemiBaalist in high school, and we all had
our pictures posted on a bulletin
board," she says. "A teacher came up
and asked me how I'd done and what
my scores were. When I told him, he
said, 'The way you look — with your
Figure and your blonde hair — I never
would have expected that from you.'"

"This is something
that always stays
with you. You can't
just shake it off."
"Stephanie"
sophomore
, Another time, she was going from
an outside gym activity to another
class. Male students began yelling to
her from inside a building, and her
boyfriend went up to get them to stop.
The gym teacher walked past her and
told her that with her figure, she'd
have to learn to accept things like that.
"It's affected me a lot," Stephanie
says. "Everything is jaded for me now
because of these incidents.
"I walk around all the time now
with a chip on my shoulder,'
wondering if people are judging me
because of the way I look, because
I'm a blonde.
"This is something that always
stays with you. You can't just shake it
off."

If you're not used to
car trouble like this,
let's talk.

Seniors and graduate students with good
driving records often get stuck paying the
same car insurance rates as less experienced
drivers. But, if you're the kind of driver who obeys the
speed limit and brakes for yellow lights, we think it's time
someone rewarded you. So we've designed a car insurance
policy that's everything you deserve.
This select coverage has very reasonable rates—even for
students. In fact, in a recent survey, new GEICO policyhold ers reported an average annual savings of over 15%.
What's more, the 2 million drivers we insure give us high
marks for exceptional service. GEICO is the only major insurance company with*24-hour service, seven days a week.
You speak directly to a professional every time you phone.

And since we're "on call" day and night, our
experts can answer your questions or begin
processing a claim immediately.

The policy itself is among the finest. Our reputation rests
on over 50 years of experience providing coverage you can
be sure of, at prices you can afford.
So when you're ready to make the most of a clean driving
record, why not turn yourself in to the proper authorities?
Call 1-800-882-7222.

AUTO
INSURANCE.
Co« Companion ll># 4444
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New Image exhibit explores photographic medium
by Lance Lumar
staffwriter
The third annual New Image
Gallery exhibition samples a variety
of photographic interests by artists
from the Mid-Atlantic region.

REVIEW
Out of more than 100 entries, only
a few photographers' works were
selected to represent current trends in
photography.
Deborah Bell from New York City,
a juror, is a private dealer in prints by
European
and
American
photographers. She said her choice of
works was based on their
professionalism and aesthetic merits.
Some of the works are designed to
challenge standard notions about
photography, yet others fit nicely
within traditional standards while
managing to escape convention.
In visiting the Zirkle House exhibit,
the first piece viewers see is a
distorted image called "Kali
HELLTOUR" created by Ken Jones.
This Polaroid transfer appears to have
been damaged by extreme heat
Through a blistered haze, the
viewer examines the top half of a
woman who is missing a nipple. The

image is primitive. Its crude depiction
of the human form makes the
photograph a relic that represents
destructive ideas that hopefully soon
will pass.
Other eye-catching works include
the color photographs of Jennifer
Edwards. Differing from the
morbidity and abstraction of Jones'
work, Edwards ventures into the
documentary mode of straight
photography.
Edwards' subjects are female
impersonators who transform from
male to female appearance. In
Edwards' first piece, the viewer sees
an old man donning a sparkling
necklace while his falsies bulge under
his tight red dress. In another photo,
one male sits in drag fixing his hair
while another waits impatiently for his
urn to use the mirror.
Student Donna Wipfs work stands
out among the other "straight"
photographs in the exhibit. Its staticfilled television screen and broken
lamp form a dark, brooding duality
that suggests a re-evaluation of
modem access to information.
In another statement about
oppression, Deborah Orloff addresses
intimidation and the fear of rape. The
composition is divided in two — one
side dimly lit and the other very dark,
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Deborah Orloff s photograph, now on display in the New Image
GaBery at Zirkle House, makes a statement about fear and rape.
Sue Heller. Her photographs are
illuminated only by the ivy-framed
surreal compositions involving the
windows of an apartment building.
sequential movement of a female
The building is the subject of
figure. The direction of the movement
writing which appears in the left
is unrecognizable. The repetition of
section of the photograph. The writing
blurred movement suggests a slow
recalls a terrifying experience in
passage of time. The two images are
which the artist fears for her life.
possessed by an intense and almost
Three strangers menace her in the
unhealthy feeling of melancholy.
darkness outside of her building.
The quality of the works inside
Although she escapes physicallyZirkle
House demands attention. It is
unscathed, the effect on her psyche
fortunate to have the opportunity to
remains.
view such a diversity of works without
The most impressive works in the
having to leave Harrisonburg.
New Image Gallery belong to Amy

JOHNNIES
HERITAGE

Strange Fits of Passion
ON SALE NOW AT
Freddy Krueger, The Dream Monster,
£
Must Confront HIS Ultimate Nightmare. &vs.
You Pick The Winners In Our Academy Awards Contest!
BaBots Available At Any Video World Thru March 27.
HARRISON BURG
Cloverieaf Shopping Center
434-0013
OPEN 10a.m.-10p.m. • 7 Days A Week

IWN & CAMPUS
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AVAILABLE ON CD & CASSETTE
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We're gonna knock you out!
Design,
Graphics &
Computers
— the winning
combination.
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The Breeze is
looking for an
assistant
graphics design
editor.
Computer
graphics work
and Macintosh
experience are
strongly
recommended.
Send a resume.
cover letter and
some samples of
your work by
April 1 to:
Editor, The
Breeze,

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T CalHngCani □

Its all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now.

Anthony-Seeger
Hall
you could also get 10% back I

Design,
Graphics &
Computers
1

— the winning
combination.

I on all the long distance calls you make wftfi

your card* □ The AT&T Calling Card. It's the Ixvst route to w herewr you'iv going

AT&T

Call more, save more with an AT&T (ailing Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
■Mu»im«M«lt«ll$30«wmo(AT»ltofyjO«lWw:«C«is*^.f*,. Alii (.*.|^.-.|
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CONTINUED from page 27

Pull Stop has been together for about four years,
and although most of its members still live in
Harrisonburg, only vocalist-bassist Lyle Bullock is
still in college.
The band has signed a deal with East Coast
Entertainment, and is currently charging about
$1,000 per show.
Uncle Charlie is another JMU band which has
been together for awhile, although they began under
another name — Tammar Lane.
"People either didn't understand it or couldn't
spell it — we were being called 'Hammer Lane' or
whatever," said Rick Dunetz, lead singer. "So we
changed it to Uncle Charlie. Uncle Charlie means
whatever you want it to mean.''
The band plays a lot of originals, and Dunetz said
Uncle Charlie's style is hard to pinpoint.
"We call ourselves 'beyond the looking glass
rock n' roll,' but there are really too many styles to
pinpoint one," he said. "You could call us a mixture
of Thin Lizzy, Rush and Led Zeppelin, just to get an
idea."
Uncle Charlie doesn't have a tape out yet, but
plans to sell its demo tape "real cheap" at shows and
through band members.
Johnnies Heritage, Everything and Uncle Charlie
have something in common — each has members
who said they want to go far and stick together \fter
leaving JMU.
Senior Joe Wells, who plays drums for Perfect
Circle, said his band is growing musically as well.
"We have no plans to stay together after
graduation as a band, but individually, who knows,"
Wells said.
"We just like playing together," he said, "and
we're making a name for ourselves while we do it"

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Professional edge
Jack White demonstrates some of his professional techniques as he teaches a
pocket biBard clinic on Monday in the game room in the top of the Warren Campus
Center. The cfciic was held Monday and Tuesday. The tournaments fotowed on
Wednesday and Thursday. On Friday, Jack White wi« play the men's champion.

MOVIE ON THE QUAD What Has Over 100

The Blues Brothers

Legs and Practically
No Chest Hair?...

April 1,1992
at 8:00 P.M.

(Qayborne's Friday 4-7 p.m.)

Spotswood Hall
Blues Brothers Look-Alike
Contest Before the Movie !!

Special Prizes
Come Dressed lo Kill

And don't forget acoustic TTuirsdays are
even better for the ladies! Friday and
Saturday, D] and dancing.

Sponsored by IHC

Claybome's... Classy people, classy place, classy ladies...
Wetove the knd of class you want! 221 University Blvd.
4324717
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Don't Miss
Our Exit!

994
/

With

any order...

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
• Townhouses or Gardens • Fully Equipped Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Pool & Tennis Court
• Microwave Special*
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• Small Pets Welcome*
On -Site Management
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■ Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse, Devon Lane • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Bot 245, East on Port
Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office. Open daily.
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434-2220
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The Breeze is looking for talented
persons interested in ad sales for the

1992-1993 staff!

Account Executives
Assistant Business Manager

L *»

Send resume and cover letter to: .
I ravis i\naerson
Business Manager, The Breeze
Antnony-Seeger Hall
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS FRIDAY. MARCH 27.
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Late-inning home run
lifts Rams over JMU
Loss snaps four-game winning streak
by Garrett Johnston
staff writer
The JMU baseball team jumped out
to an early lead then self-destructed
Tuesday afternoon, falling to Virginia
Commonwealth 10-7 at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium.
With the game tied 7-7 in the top
of the eighth, JMU pitcher Greg
Whiteman committed two errors —
one physical and one mental. The
miscues led to a couple of base
runners and would prove costly. With
two outs, the Rams' Mark Strittmatter
lined Whiteman's pitch over the right
center field fence for a three-run
homer to provide the final difference.
With one out in the eighth,
Whiteman fielded a bunt and threw
low to first baseman Whit Babcock
who was unable to come up with the
throw. One out later, Whiteman was
late covering first on a ground ball to
second basemen Rob Mummau. The
stage was set for Strittmatter to put the
game out of reach by depositing the
relievers fastball over the right field
fence.
Whiteman said he made a mistake
but the fastball was working.
"I just got it up in the zone," said
Whiteman, who entered the game with
a 1.39 earned run average. "I was
getting ahead with the fastball and
striking them out with the slider."
The loss ended the Dukes' (11-9)

five-game winning streak. JMU head
coach Ray Heatwole blamed the loss
on the Dukes' lack of defense, which
committed four errors that led to five
unearned runs.
"Whiteman pitched good enough to
win," Heatwole said. "You can't give
32 outs in a nine-inning game. Good
teams play every day — we don't play
every day."
Fresh off its three-game sweep of
East Carolina, JMU jumped to a 3-0
lead in the first inning before the
Rams took the lead 7-4 with five runs
in the fourth. The Dukes came back
and scored three runs in the bottom of
the inning to tie it.
But pitching dominated the later
innings. While the Dukes turned to
Whiteman to stop the Rams' attack,
VCU head coach Tony Guzzo used a
bullpen by committee to quell the
JMU offense.
Five relief pitchers, including four
freshmen, held the Dukes to two hits
and allowed no runners past second
base over the last six innings. Guzzo
said the change kept the JMU hitters
off balance, but that wasn't the reason
he turned to that strategy.
"(I was) trying to get everyone
some work." he said. That wasn't our
design until JMU came out swinging
the bats like they did."
But the high-scoring nature of the
LOSS page 29

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Greg Whiteman threw three innings of scoreless reEeff against
VCU before allowing a game-winning home run in the eighth.

Carrier: CAA basketball needs to improve
by Steve Miranda
stajfwriter
JMU President Ronald Carrier announced last
week he will meet with the seven other school
presidents in the CAA in an attempt to improve
thelevdofba^ketbaUmthewwference.
"I thought the presidents should meet and
attempt to take the necessary steps to make the
CAA a stronger conference," Carrier said. "We
would like to see other learns in the CAA promote
their basketball programs and play teams with
high power rankings in the beginning of the year."
Carrier said the CAA's poor power rating
lessens JMU's chance of ever securing an at-large
bid to the NCAA Tournament, and JMU would
consider leaviag the conference if the situation
does not improve.

"If a change is not made I think JMU may
consider a new conference," Carrier said. "But I
don't think it will come to that. I think we can

"If a change is not made
I think JMU may consider
a new conference."
Ronald Carrier
JMU President
improve the CAA."
The NCAA selection committee traditionally
has not given the CAA much respect In its seven

year history, the CAA has been granted an at large
bid only once — to Richmond in 1986.
"It is not fair to our fans, players or the
community to watch the team have such a
successful season and then not get into the NCAA
Tournament," Carrier said. "The CAA had two
teams this year who had 20 or more wins, but were
not considered for the NCAA Tournament because
of the conference."
The presidents' meeting is slated for sometime
after the NCAA tournament, but the official date
has not been determined.
The Atlantk-10 Conference, which sent three
teams to the NCAA tournament this year, has
shown interest in JMU.
I've had some preliminary conversations with
CARRIER page 29
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Design expert?
Artistic genius?
Computer whiz?
The Breeze needs
you t

er.

The Breeze is looking for an assistant graphics design editor.
Computer graphics work and Macintosh experience are strongly
recommended.
Send a resume, cover letter and some samples of your work by April 1 to:
Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall

Cyclery &
Fitness
1550 E< Market Stree

M-fesztl

(703) 433-032

Great prices on
all your cycling needs!

50% OFT
• '91 bicycles
LT~SHmi
• accessories,
AEROBIC * GtOTHl
clothing, gloves,
helmets
• tires & tubes
• Rollerblades
jaHfflli
Witness equipment r»»
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Carrier.
CONTINUED from page 27

[JMU athletic director]
Dean Ehlers about a
month ago," said Ron
B e r t o v i c h ,
commissioner of the
Atlantic-10. "But he said
he was loyal to the
Colonial."
"Membership is very
high on our agenda.
We're not going to
expand just to expand,
but if there's an
institution that fits our

RLE PHOTO

Ronald Carrier.

criteria, then we'd be interested."
The Metro Conference has also talked about
expanding to include another team. The Metro
currently contains seven teams: Tulane, South Florida,

Louisville, Virginia Commonwealth, UNCCharloue, Southern Mississippi and Virginia Tech.
Commissioner Ralph McFillcn is looking to add an
eighth team, or possibly more.
"We have publicly staled that we're interested in
expanding and filling that eighth position," McFillcn
said. "And if the right teams come along, we haven't
ruled out expanding to a nine- or ten-team format.
We're very pleased with our current situation, but if
the right program is there we would like to expand."
Despite a lack of national recognition, the Metro
sent four teams to the NCAA Tournament —
proving that smaller conferences are not always
ignored by the selection committee. This fact did not
go unnoticed by Carrier.
"One thing that really slaps you in the face is the
Metro Conference," he said. "They had four schools
in the NCAA Tournament this year."
Carrier stressed, however, that no change is
imminent and he would rather make the necessary

Loss
CONTINUED from page 27

game was not surprising with both teams using
inexperienced starting pitchers.
Freshman right-hander Jeff Marr took the hill to
begin the game for the Rams. In three innings he
yielded six earned runs on seven hits and two walks
while striking out none.
JMU freshman Joe Lucas started his first-ever
game for JMU, allowing seven runs, two of which
were unearned, in 2 2/3 innings of work. He finished

with one walk and one strikeout
Lucas said the game was a learning experience.
"Now, I know what I have to do to win in
college," said the Brunswick, Md. native. "Basically,
I know I have to get ahead of hitters. Coach
emphasizes that and I just wasn't doing that today
and that led to runs scoring."
The Dukes' next contest is today when they take
on Va. Tech at Long Field/Mauck Stadium.

changes and keep JMU part of the CAA.
Ehlers has also said that moving to the A-10
would hurt JMU's warm weather sports such as
baseball and women's lacrosse because of the
conference's northern locale. The lack of proximity
would also hike travel costs.
JMU could not join the A-10 or Metro as a
basketball-only member because both conferences
would require the Dukes to participate in all sports,
league officials said.
Men's basketball head coach Lefty Driesell
refused to comment on the situation. Women's coach
Shelia Moorman said she has no interest in joining
another conference.
"I've seen steady, positive improvement on the
women's side of the conference since its inception,"
Moorman said. "We have the automatic bid som
natural rivalries. The addition of Old Dominion was
a positive. I have no interest in seeking another
affiliation."

Calling all
sportswriters
Come to the sports staff
meeting in the Breeze
offices, 3&0 Monday.
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Located on South Main Street

f^p

Large Living Area
Washer & Dryer
H
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus # J^
H
Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher tf
*|
2 Full Baths
*
•
3 Bedrooms for 5 Students
Each Bedroom has its Own Balcony or Patio

Live Closer
. ♦ . Sleep Later
OfPKWNO
rvaiic
THAM»rr
SCHIOUUM
TO naip YOU
OiTTO
CAMPUS.
NIW

434-1876
feaA. Inc afHvrisonburg I
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College of Business
Copy Center

On-Campus convenience Reductions
Fast Service
Enlargements
Transparencies
Fliers
Resumes
Newsletters
Binding Capabilities
Posters
Fluorescent Paper Convenient Hours
Introducing...

We Accept Flex Accounts!
M-Th 730 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Fri 730 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat 12 pJM. - 6 p.m.
Sun 12 p.m. • 10 p.m.

Located in Room 243 in the
College of Business Building

X3285
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The Breeze is
looking for an
assistant
graphics design
editor.
Computer
graphics work
and Macintosh
experience are
strongly
recommended.
Send a resume,
cover letter and
some samples of
your work by
April 1 to:
Editor, The
Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger
Hall
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WHY TOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH TOUR EYES CLOSED.
For retirement to be the time of your life, you
have to dream a little—about the things
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore,
start a business. Just imagine...
With a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your pension and Social Security
SJMBJBSJBJSJSM.
should provide a good
basic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
dreams possible? You'll ■
probably need some
additional savings.
THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN.
TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for
people like you in education and research, are
a good way to save for retirement and save
. on taxes now. SRAs are eaay —you make con- ["
tributions through your institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax now.
You pay no tax on
your SRA contributions
and earnings until you
receive them as income.
And saving regularly
means your contributions and their earnings

can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
of allocation choices, from
the safety of TIAA to the
investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity;
no sales charges; a variety of ways to receive
income, including annuities, payments over a
fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire*
All this, plus the top investment management that has helped make TIAA-CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
So start dreaming and planning for the time
of your life. Because the sooner you start your
SRA, the greater your savings and your retirement will be.

START PLANNING FOR THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.
For your free TIAA-CREF Supplement*!
Retirement Annuity Kit. tend this coupon lo:
TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue.
New York. NY 10017. Or oil 1 800 842-2733, Ext. 8016.
Atwiy
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Notebook
Goalkeeper named to
National Soccer Team
JMU freshman goalkeeper
Jenaifer Donaldson has been named
to the U.S. Under-19 National
Soccer Team.
Donaldson was among 24 players
named to me team following tryouts
at Stanford University over the
weekend of Feb. 28 to March 1.
The Charchville, Pa. native
played in 12 games last season,
shared four shutouts, and had a 133
goals against average while playing
her fust year for the Dukes.
The U.S. Team will travel to
France April 12-22 to play in a
la—apgW that bjriafai teams from
France, the Ivory Coast, and the
former Soviet Union.

Diamond Duke named
Player of the Week
JMU third basemen Jeff Kaufman
has been named CAA Player of the
Week for the week of March 23.
Kaufman went six for 11 (.545)
in leading JMU to a 4-0 week,
including a three-game sweep over
defending CAA champion East
Carolina.
Kaufman added four runs scored,
a double, and a stolen base while
upping his overall batting average to
319.

Delaware drops Dukes
in women's lacrosse
The JMU women's lacrosse team
fell short in their comeback bid
Tuesday, dropping an 11-10
decision to to Delaware.

JMU trailed Delaware 10-5 with
1032 remaining, and outscored the
Blue Hens 5-1 in the final stages of
the game, but could not close the
gap in time.
Nora
Maguire,
Rosheen
Campbell, and Michelle Bianco
each had a pair of goals for the
Dukes, who entered the match
ranked fifth in the country.
JMU's (2-2) opens CAA play
today at home against Loyola at 3
pjn.

JMU sets attendance
mark this season.
JMU drew a record setting
85,701 fans to the Convocation
Center, an average of 6,122, for 14
home games this season.
The Dukes broke the previous
mark established in 1982-83, the
Convocation Center's first year,
when they drew 85,650.
The record is even more
impressive considering that JMU
students were on break for five of
those home dates.

Hoop Dukes honored
Three JMU men's basketball
players were named to the All-

Virginia state team by the Richmond
Times Dispatch.
Junior Bryan Edwards was
named to the All-Virginia First
Team, while juniors Jeff Chambers
and Freshman Kent Culuko were
honored as Second Team AllVirginia members.
Chambers and Senior Troy Bostic
were named to the CAA AllDefensive Team.
Emily McCracken and Elnora
Jones were named to the Second
Team All-CAA. McCracken was
also named to the First Team AllAcademic for the CAA.
Men's head coach. Lefty Driesell
was named the CAA and Virginia
Coach of the Year.

JMU ranked 5th in
women's lacrosse.
JMU women's lacrosse is
currently ranked Sth in NCAA
Division I according to the
Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse
Association.
Princeton is ranked 1st in the poll
with a 3-0 record. William and
Mary, Penn State and Virginia are
the schools currently ranked ahead
of JMU.
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30% OFF

Great prices on
all your cycling needs!

ALL '91 MODEL
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• '91 bicycles
ILL T-SHIRTS
• accessories,
ALL AEROBIC CfiOOTH
clothing, gloves,
helmets
40% OF
• tires & tubes
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• Rollerblades
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Housing Dilemma?
Don't Panic!
It's Not Too
Late to Rent
at the
Commons.
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
Double bed in each bedroom
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
Built in microwave oven
Garbage disposal
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. -10-5
one in the living room
Sill!.- By Appointment Only
FREE MAID SERVICE

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
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THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

\/BillWatterson
MfARENTW I RATE JOST

man trnumwi!

SKCOHrlAWS
■**) DOMT *LP our
ARCUHD "WE. HOUSE

VWAT *fit/ZK »J6S ME \S
KNOWING 1U. PROBABLY
COME UP WTH A MUCH
SHARPER RETORT 9MBTWS.
TONVSHT.

OH... OH JWV*
I

Donning his new canine decoder. Professor
Schwartzman becomes the first human being en
Earth to hear what barking dogs are actually saying.

A
NO, 8UT I CAN REOTE
THE SECRET SUPERHERO
ORVSVN OF EACH MEMBER
OF CAPTAIN HAPUMS THERMO
NUOEAR lErCUE
OFUBEKtt.

SEE ME AFTER "\
CUGS.CAUftH. J

I'M HOT OOMfi. I -MST
rtfwt A COMMAND OF
TWOR0JGWU USEl£35
« MPORMAT\ON.

Rhino recttsts

I DREAMT I WAS IN

•./Steve Cindoyan
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FOR RENT
Futatohod Tiwahun - Lmwomay Court, 4
women anty. (703) 281-2712. 564-1844
Townhouse - 3 or 4 BR. $495/mo.. year
leas*, June 1, heal pomp, AC. W*. doc*
288-8472 Of 4344146

PRICES SLASHED
3 BR Townhouse-$525
(was $600)
DuthnHI Court
Very large, very energy efficienl.
la new. 1-1/2 baths.
Can be furnished without charge.
Quiet, sale, weft-* neighborhood.
Quiet students wanted.
3-min. bus ride each way.
Aug.-Aug. lease
434-2100
Chtop SuMoi - June-Aug, 10-mm wak,
nogotobo). Tonya. 4334659
4 RR Townheues - UWortoy Court, pool. 31/2 baths. 433-2128
Sublot - 2 rooms. available May/summer,

College Stollon - 4 students lor 4 BH
lownhouoo. Furnished, W/D, AC. carpel,
dWessohsr, 1200/ma. Leas* begin* 885/92.
(703)250-7137

mrm

—. _

-I_M^I

L^

Available - Collogo Suiion. by
owner. 434-6411.833-2706
I - Country Club Court
lownhouoo Spacious, hugo BRs, furnished,
W/O. 2-172 bolht. undor 5-min. drivt lo
compuoCol Tom, 584O208
May/Sum m« Sublot - Humors Ridge. M/F,
nonomokor. > both sessions. July rent tree
Col Lynnom, 433-8458

434-1847
J-M Apartments
Mt. View Delve Townhouse - 5 BRs,
turns***, weaung datancs. $l7Srmo, 1 year
loose (8«-Sr«3),W/0. (703) 4505008
Aealstli SIMM - 4 BR. Mly tumiohed
condo, Hunters Ridge. $125/*o. Cal (703)
450-9405 after I pm. or (703) 400-2829, I
am-5pm.

Townhouse-ForestHHrs
5 BR, 2 Kitchens, W/D,
3 Baths, Fireplace, Deck, Walk
To Campus, 1 Yew Lease
Call 434-3002 or 433-3807
AfisrSpm
2\~ Apt - 3 block* bom JMU ibrary. ha
water lurn»U»d,ir*Jrvidual
May or Juno 1. Cal 4334158.

REDUCED AGAIN
(Rent by the BR or by the Unit)

You A 3 Frlende - Summer sublot, Tho
k Iroo cat* 432-1619
Fumrohod, 1 M Apt. - Neat t a tractive
with oaiall study area. Prefer graduate
studonl $325. includes al ubtoes Cal 43480M.
Summer Sublet - University Court, pool.
$951 Cal Katiy at 564-0148
Summer Sublet - Humors Ridgo townhouoo,
prict negotnble. Cal Robbto, 564-1918
Sublot summer - 5 mm wak Irom Quad
Furnished, microwave Cheap! Of bring a

Fourth Roommate Mooa'o*' to complete
functioning Commons babe kur.i7614
I Want To Sublet a 2 BR apt Irom May 10Aug 1. Furrtshed or irturneshed Cal Kelt,
828-4568
Single - Juno-Aug Furnished houoo. 1/2
t4ock to JMU. noyiwe^Donrry, 432-9880
May/Summer Sublet - Hunter* Ridgo
townhous*. M/F, 1 BR. rent ragotable Cal
Bryan. 4334622.

ronsfttf
Tandy TA. 1808 Computer w« loppy
color MHH • pnni>*f wiwi ootiBpUeV
used only 10 hours Wl aecrece Cal 896

to:
Housing Services Otace
Alumnae Hal
James MarJson University
Colego OVada - Major wrporabon tocatai
her* in tho Shenandoah VaBoy a looking lor

Loasons A Irak* guided by qualified
oawwetor*. You wl enjoy sate, o^indeblo
horses. For oppt, cal Oak Manor Farm*,
2348101.
Music Sy National OJ Connection frosssafonal sound otwsrmtonont Cal 4SS0380.

PERSONALS
Wi rjfcaenatoa Cemfce- Bkj cswarca seM
10-20% off al gome* in Dock. 50-80% o«
back issues 20% off cumtnt stock. 87 E.
Ebaboth a 433-3517

a limited number of individuals thai are
energssc, agcaessivo & career oriented. Th«
fnandsty reweroVig opportunity is availobio
■nmedatoly lor the ngrt appfcanl For more
irtormation. cal Mr Zimmerman et (703) 289-

Adoption - Loving coupe) uioblo to have a
chad wish to adopt an Man. Call Tom or
Judy cosset. (703) 534-2033

9441, ast 5212.

schoduM tor March 26 wcancelod

Tho

UPS-Sponeerad

Minl-Concart

Pentisc Flere, -87 - 35,000 ml. AC, radio,
sports wheel, eacektnt condition, tit, block
$3.750, mgjgjk CU Aon. 433-9338.

Sumrrmrornptoyrrmr«availsb«w*cvwmds,

New Student Ambassador* - You did a
lantasac job on Special Vaialon Day, 19921

Nintendo Gem obey Phis 8 Cartridges -

hourvwoek. 730am-4 pm. Mon.-Fn.
$4 25mr, no stale bonofto.
A Vi stats application is required & may be

Calx7180.

HELP WANTED
Nesdsd - Part-time help Wooknights.
weekends, must be over 21 (703) 350-2695,
Werners Country Stoat, Ml Solon.

Waitresses &
Experienced Cooks
F4t«<le0FwMay/Sornmer
Apply at Jess'Lunch

houookoapino, buksng mairSanance A
moving crews May *Aug 28 Wi work 40

picked up si the toyer ot Hilciest House.
HaaMSUt>rn«applicalionabyAph6,l982,
to:
Employee HskuJon* A Training
Hicrest House
Janwmasso^onUnwsrsity
Harrioorburg. Va 22807 EOE/AA

LOST & FOUND
Loot- Gold rope chain brecetst-PWae* hop!

Thanks lor being there A for being your
wcnderhisorvesl We are so glad you are part
ol our warn! C*c* ol Admesion*
All Games Reduced 10-20% - 4th
Dimension Games, 87 E. Elizabeth, 434
5448.
Donets vehicle. A Baal Estate to support
local charities, tax deductible Charity
Foundation, Inc.. 501(c)(3), 2122 Port
FkepubkcFW.Harnkonburg 434-7787
Adoption - Loving couple wiehos to adopt
baby. Please cal Susan A Scott cosset at
PM) 880-1835.

CSHS427.

22&MainSt

- Wo have jeweky in stock Greek A

$48J)0WVrl Read Seeks A TV Strip** -Ft
out saapto -BuVdorn He" torm. Eaeyl Fun,
relaxing at homt, beach, vacations.
Ouararsssd paycheck 24-hour recording
(801) 379-2925, copyright WA11KEB

Leet - Toms* racquet, retold* Pamtig Lot
L 433-0179

SERVICES

The*. 484-2718.
i Ceattes - Bg ckuusnee saW
10-20% off al game* in dock. 50-60% of!
keek sswas. 20% aft cumtnt stock. 87 E.
Ebabeth a 433-3517

Oral History Assistant

Terrific Type* - Fast, accurate, resumes,
rush jobs, near JMU. 4344332
_

fc*1992*inLtirary
CusurmPkialom in the Vasty
$5mr, 10 hrs/wk.Muitbs FT student

Abroad In Australia - Information on
semester, year, graduate, summer A

Apply it Lbrary 207 (Spot Col)
on Tuesdays A Wednesdays
DEADLINE Aprs 9

internship programs in Perth, Tosmsvllo,
Sydney A Melbourne Program* start at
U520 Cal fsW) 878^698.

Fast Fundraiolng Pregram - Fralomibes,
sororien. student dubs. Earn up to $1,000 in
1 week. Plus, receive a $1,000 bonus

Need Typing Donof Cal Laura. >5284

Do You Need Has* With Scheduling for
Fall. 1992? Come to the Psychology
Resource Room In Johnston 113, or cal

Evenings best. SMtags.

x62l 4. Pear aoVtoors am just what you need I

yourself. And a tree watch just lor caling
(800) 932-0528, ext 65

Get A Kick Out Of UN - JMU Martial Arts
Club. Mon. A Wed.. 7 pm. Godwin 216.
Beginners as wet as enpsnenced welcome.
Justshowuplwyourlreecl*s»orcal4348824AasklorJimCoffman

LOOKING FOR A JOB
NEXT SEMESTER?
The Cornier tor OH-Campus Living
is now accepting applications tor
the kxeowing positions tor the fast
0(1992:
2-Student Information Assistants
2-Communiy Coordinators
PckupanarjptotJoninYrtoe-Pnce,

Looking Ft A Qroat Summer Job? Florida
Job Opportunity Report A directory ol
Hospitality Industry employers, job
descriptions, wage* A housing. Lifts
attractions, resort hotels, cruise ships,
summer camps A morel For your copy, send
SS.9S to Career Research Group. 7226 W
Cok»vair>.Suto24e.CTlendo.FL 32818

HaveAPtano?

Cantw to OrK^rrvpus Living

Coma learn how to care tor ill

Applications Due
March 27

F^asentaSon by Piano Tocnrsctan

-Hahorio*.
Earn $5,000wmo. Fro* oaraaotsdionl Room
A boardl Over 8.000 opanJnga. No axpananc*
meswiry. Mats or terns*. For ompayatont
program cal Student Emptuytnont Services at

SVA11KJC.

(208) 545-4155, ast 1530.

Left For Seta- $45. CaJMetoaa. rt821

Lifeguard A Superviser Pesltleno Summer position* avsasbts In Montgiatiry
County, Prince George's County, DC A N.Va

Levins Baby lea ConsMtwjr - Eat* woJ,
tea handing Cal l728l".

nKeWMst. type forma, sdwAto aapsvA
provide back-up tseManceH tie dept a
aersorsoa»tary.Kno»toilg*do*so»
pracaot* A some •oporionco w» wont
procoooeig A data ertry desired
$650 per hour.no SUM benows; 1500 hour
■ml per 385 conseculive<loy period
Submit stats af?icason or resume by April 3

Lseatod IS Was. From Herrleeneurg -

Adoption - Loving. cMckss cotple waning
u adopt Mart Cal cotott (703)691-0821.

Cheap! Fit/US Sebed - '89 Mercedes.
$200; 86 VW, $50; 87 Mercedes, $100; wS
Mustang. ISO. Chtoso tram thousand*
starting at S2S. 24-hour recording reveal*
•Man*. (SOI) 379 2929
Copyright

■78 VW Rabbit - 4 door, automatic, AC,

Surnmerpoeeion Irene May 4-Aug 28,
Mon.-frt..8am-5pm. Wd serve •*

JuWSkaw,82»2741

Surrtmer Employment
Physical Plant

May 8 433-9002

2843.

sunroof $800.2344702
7 M House - 2 ki bathrooms, 2 (
kitchens, 2 TV rooms. Available Juno 1,
i. 4334158, leaver

-

83 Hondo Accord IX- Hatchback. 5-speod,
great ccrtaw. Mark. 4334162.

Mend cheaper! Contact Oiana at 43*5025.

IBRApt. $250
2BRApt. $350
3BRApt. $450

9203

Summer Sublot W Cool Houoo - 5 mm.
ram campus $100.432-1708

1040

SPECIAL
Cantrell Ave.-Main St
Area

Moving Sale - Massanuttan Village. Al
turrtoNngs, etc. must go. Sat. A Sun, Mar.
28 A 29. 9 am-4 pm 414 Boons Court. 28*

1-Wey Akwn* Ticket - Duo** to LA Leave

434-2100

availobio Aug. 433-1873

FunWvouser & Associates
John Mauzy, CRS
434-2400,434-4433

atayrSummir - 1 BR. Humors Ridge, prict
■ "a. Cal Laura M, 433-2115.

Townhouoa - Fomale, 3 blocks ID JMU.
lumahod, WO. Uadaon Squoro 1125. 434

Downstair* Aft - 4 BR*. living room,
kitchen A bath. $i50/person Waking
distanct to downtown Lust, deposit,

$54,000

ROOMS

August 1
IBRApt $315
Very Quiet, Uke New, Safe, WellUt Neighborhood On Dutchmill
Ct, 34in. Bui Ride Each Wiy.
434-2100

torrsshed Col noon 434-5227

B^tbuyinKarrieonburg.Alt
brick* fully furnished. 3 BR,
2-1/2 baths. 3 blocks to campus.

Isaiisaailii llammnaanarat

4 BR Townhouse on Dutchmia
Was $800, now $620.
2-1/2 large bathrooms, very large
BRs, lots of closets, outdoor shed.
Can be furnished without charge.
Lie new, quiet students wanted.
Aug.-Aug. tease
3-min. bus ride each way.

Hotel 2 lomalos noodod to subkooo at Tho
Common* Payment negotiable, fitly

MotfsonSowreTrjwnrwuse
PRICE REDUCED

■ UMvtraity rlM9

4 BR unto. Mr twsahsd. Mudtog
iwoow*v*AW/0
Indrvriuolloaeae InrMuolbodroonikx**
Cal 4K4M1IO>upp Real Estate
Derefty Rkthie, Agort

Campus Condo* Lisa. 434-7291

3 M Apt, OWN, HA 434-1H7

I lev your papers 1 reports

Secretary-Residence Ufe

C*Ertc,taetlx7261

Good pay. training rasstursemont. boms A
incentive*. Wo offer all trainingl Call
AnWricanhjUlluBay, (301)404-2600. ■-'''

Terry Hook
March 30,6pm
Musk BkJg.. Room 142
Adm»sion:J2 with JMU C
■ ThefeALevedOwya/da^Bimpreos''
Are there thoughts hidden deep you long to
express? I* there a broken haart you cam
seem to mend? Than, cal on me. ha your

•Poatryrrioncr. 888-2192
All Skeptics - Doubt* keeping you Irom
trying a private sector tnaroel aid beating
service? Gat tho money you deserve now.
Rk* mM A guararaood. Cal (800) »-9094
fVsseiswhWWL

Readme, Par Europe That Summer? Jet
there anytime for only $169 with Airhachl
(Reported in Lers Go! A NY Times.) Ako,
super tow roundtrip faro* to West Coast
Aatiitchsj, (212) 884-2000.

BLOOD DRIVE
MONDAY
MARCH 30
PCBafcoom
Gwethegmolle* Blood
Sponsored by CSC
Appt-cal 482-1648 or walk in
Student Ambaeeaders - Thanks lor al ol
your help on Special Vakation Day, 1992!
You am awenmel Cftos ot Aomatoons
Anna SeWon - Happy 21st Brttosyl Lovs.
Ftobi\Mar>AKarinl

HONOR AWARENESS DAY
Today on the commons
10 am to 3 pm
JMU HONOR COUNOL
ZTA - Thsrsui lor sU Uoto U aw oBF
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I would prefer even to
faH with honor than win
by cheating
-SoohodM
JMU HONOR COUNCIL

EurafMM Trip Sptca Avaitabl.
MnourMNt select group tor trn
tbrcounoy tour. This 5>hr. court*,
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• sdwduUMeyS-26
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HONOR AWARENESS DAY

Take Pride In Vow Charier, Ow* Of riKA

Ttf us your opireons stout JMUi

- We're proud of your aaxrnrjkehmenrl Love.
M SkMsd Alpha SfraaTau.

Honor Coda. Surveys are on tho

Meeee 6 Mkhtk - Congras on recemno

cornniont today.

your schoewhipei love,

JMU HONOR COUNCIL

AT.

»Oof - SigrH*) daadfeie. Mar.31.
by noon in Godwin 213.

Design,
Graphics &
Computers

No legacy is so rich
as honesty.
-Shakespeare
JMU HONOR COUNCIL
Sky Yogurt - Duk« Plan A Skyline Wage
Shopping Conor
Socond Annual JMU Melonball Clinic
Tournament, Turn Captains Sign-Up
Mooting. Apr. 1. 5:30 prn in Godwin 344.

HONOR AWARENESS DAY
Visit the Honor Council Table
on the commons today, a
you could win a free pizza.

Student Amkaesoders - What vat to
asocial about Special Violation Day? JMU
Student Ambassadors, of coursel Wo
appreciate all ol your wonderful support I
SpodalViaielionDeyPlannir^Comrnnte

Movie On The Quad - The Bhjee Broth*,.
April 1, if*?. I pet. Spownod Hat MM
Brothers Look-AHke Comast baton the
movie Special prtntl Coma dressed to kef
Sponsored by IHC
- Our 700 admitted
students A parents thought you were pretty
incredible on Special Visitation Day, 10021
And we do, tool Thanks again tor making
JMU took so good to to atanyl Special
Vsiatbn Day Planning ConmMe
Adeptlon-We want to give your baby the
same love our parents gave us My husband.
our three-year-okf son. and I will welcome
your chid with open arms CaH coaect (202)
125-7382.

—the winning combination.
The Breeze is looking for an assistant graphics
design editor.
Computer graphics work and Macintosh
experience are strongly recommended.
Send a resume, cover letter and some samples of
your work by April 1 to:
Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall
t»

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

Ef

Why Rent
An Apartment
When You Can
Lease A
Condominium?

Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you
need us to be there.

ef
a*
ef1 -800-338-EXAM

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your performance.
Kaplan offers the best value.
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.

Fireplaces • Celling Fans • On-Stte Management
and Maintenance • Swimming pod • Jacuzzi

J STANLEY H. KAPLAN

EJ The Answer

O 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd
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You'll notice the difference. 2 & 3
Bedroom Units featuring:

i

9 MONTH LEASES!
Call Today: 434-6166
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Open up and say ahhhhh!
Enjoy your new and improved
Domino's Pizza

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You like Pizza at Home.

433-2300
JMU/Downtown

MwnwIrtMliliwi ■» >IIIH ram Piihrt nm,toc

More Melted Cheese.
Big Better Toppings.
Tender Tastier Crust.

433-3111

Port Republic Rd.

JMU SPECIAL

PIZZA PANIC

LUNCH/LATE
NIGHT SPECIAL

Save $2 off any medium, pan or large
pizza with two or more toppings.

Get a medium pizza with one
topping and 2 Coca-Colas for just

Get a medium pizza with one topping
for only $4.99 or get two for $8.99.
Valid 1 lam-3pm or after 9pm.

$6.99

$2.00 off
J

expires 4-30-92
paMM IvM ■vs).*

fl

expires 4-30-92

ONE FOR

TWO FOR

$4.99/$8.99
expires 4-30-92

